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Because of Hurricane 
Gloria, some of you
didn't get to see Idm
Fall 1985 on Friday. -so
we're running it agin,
in the Centrfbd. Enioy. '
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By Ben ,Stanger
MIT closed Friday when Hurr i

cane Gloria's 130 mile per- hour
winds -whipped across much of
the east coast and central Massa-
chusetts.

The storm will cost the Insti-
tute an estimated $4000, which
includes Physical Plant workers'
overtime, said Paul F. Barrett, di-
rector of Physical Plant.

The hurricane formed over two
weeks ago off the African coast.
Newv England meteorologists said

property damage was less sub-
>stanltial than it could have been,
because the hurricane hit the east
coast during low tide.

Damage at MIT was minimal'
considering the strength of the
storm, Barrett said. "We were
fortunate."
. The damage to the Institute in-

cluded broken windows inl Build-
ings 5, N52, 20, the Sloan Labo-
ratory, the Whitaker Building.
the Green Building, the Hayden
Memorial Library and MacGreg-

or House, Barrett said.-
The MIT Press, the -Center for

Advanced Visual Studies and
Building W59 lost power, and
four garage lights will have to be
replaced. A tree in front of
Building I was uprooted.
-Barrett said Physica Plant had

Api s ready to alleviate flood-
ing, but there was not enough
rain to cause any damage. Sand-
bags were set up in front of Mac-
Gregor House and the West Ga-
rage, he -added.

Vice President Constantine B.
Simonides said that MIT has
contracts with sources outside
MIT, and thus the decision to
close the Institute is a serious
onle.

At 6;30 am last Friday, Simon-
ides decided to close the Institute
after consulting with Director of
Personnel Joan F. Rice.

Charles Barry, secretary of
Public Safety for the Common-
weallth of Massachusetts, had at
that time announced his intention
to recommend that Federal em-
ployees be excused from wvork.

(Please turn to page 12)_

attacks al
By Mfichael J. Garrison
and Thomas T. Huang'

Sheena Dunlcan, president of
the South African anti-apartheid
association Black Sash, yesterday
addressed South Africa's consis-
tent -"attempt to prevent black.
political organization of any kind
and to crush all black opposi-
tion."-

The lecture marked the begin-
ning of the Institute Colloquium
Comnittee's planned fall series
on South Africa.

Black Sash is a South African
militant women's group orga-

Tech photo by Simson L. Garfinkel

A tree fell in Pika House's front yard during Hurricane Glo-
ria, disrupting power and telephone service for a day.
More hurricane photos, Page 1 1 It 
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Tech photo. by Shari Jackson

Hillel members prepare a temporary booth for the cele-
bration of Sukkot, a harvest festival. The sukkah, with
its open roof of tree branches and straw, commemo-
rates the shelters the Jews lived in during the Exodus
from Egypt.

ence and technology on human
health needs, according to Rich-
ard Kitt, co-director of SST.

An MIT student may take a
Harvard subject- not offered at
,the Institute as long as the Har-
vard subject is not overcrowded.

(Please turn to page 12)

By Alison C. Morgan
Second in a two-,part series on
undergraduate and graduate
cross-registration opportunities.

Over 200 MIT graduate stu-
dents are presently cross-regis-
tered at either Harvard Universi-
tx, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute (WHOI), Brandeis Uni-
versity, Tufts University, Boston
U~niversity (BU) or WeLesley Col-
lege.

The largest graduate crogss-reg-
istration. program is the Harvard
exchange, which has operated
lince 1922. MIT graduate stu-
dents enrolled in 144 Harvard
subjects last spring.

The Health Science and Tech-
nolo~gy (HSTY program attracted
70 of the MIT cross registrants, a
program which integrates health
and medicine -education into the
graduate and undergraduate cur-
ricula of Harvard and MdIT. The
purpse of HST is to focus, sci-

in K~re'sge
Roddenberry also described his

method of creating new charac-
ters: He first develops questions
for the character to answer and
then answers them himself. This
method gives writers a great deal
of objectivity, he -said.

Over' 100 Pages of questions,
and answers were used tb create
Mr. Spock, according to Rodde-
berry. Characters in Star Trek,
such as Spock, were able to view
humans without prejudices, he
continued.

Gaanm, one- of his Owr charac-
ters, allows Ptoddenbrry a- view
of- humans from anwher vatag
-poit. Gam comes toer acci-

felo hn to Bge 13).

Gene Roddenlberry, creator of
Star Trek, said Monday that sci-
entists and engineers should
strive to overcome the limits of
science and technology. These
limits are "not what they seem to
be," he said.

In a, sold-out lectu~re, spon-
soe by. the Lecture Series Com-
mittee, Roddenberry- mentioned

-his previouas visits to MIT, -includ-
iing a foru be prvted five
Yars, A8. -He real. that he

phot byKyi ebnn bd first soee a Star Trekt com-
puter aleiw--

~~~~~ . -. ~~~~~~tech 

Germ*,Rdenberry speaks in Kresge 

ALt section:[Ideas Fall

Gloria closes Institute

Black Sash leader
pa tel
nized against apartheid. It pub?-
lishes a magazine and runs advice
centers for those who run "4afoul
of the law,s' according to Robert
1. Rotberg, professor of history
and political science.

Duncan feels that "economic
pressures are the main hope that
we have for any early resolution
of political conflict."

{Please turn to page 13)

Sanctions Ci
Compiled by Craig Jumgwirth

President Ronald W. Reagan announced limited sanctions against South Africa Sept. 9. Reagan
banned the sale of computers to South African security agencies, barred most loans to the Pretoria
government, halted the importation of the Krugerrand, Southl Afica's gold coin, and stopped ex-
ports of nuclear technology until South Africa signs an accord to prevent the spread of nuclear
weapons.

Reagan condemned apartheid and expressed concernl over -the increasing violence in South Africa
in the executive order outlining his sanctions. Reagan said he was not abandoning his policy of
"4Constructive engagement," which seeks to influence the South African Government through negoti-
ations. He now refers to his policy as "active, constructive engagement.'

The Senate Republican leadership. blocked a Democrati c effort Sept. 12 to force the Senate to vote
on the Congressional version of economic sanctions against the government of South Africa.

The Senate's proposed measures were generally stronger than the sanctions Reagan ordered Sept.
9. The Congress banned expms of $100,000 or more of US-made computers and software to South
African agencies that administer apartheid, as did the president.

The Senate proposed a ban on new loans to, the South African government, except to those educa-
tional, housing or health agencies that are open to all South Africans, regardless of race. Reagan's 

(Please turn to page 12)

Exchange attracts over 200

Roddenberry delivers
LSC lecture

By Susmithe Bellem

Feature
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The Fuqua School of Business at Duke
University offers one of the finest available
opportunities for unsurpassed professional
management training. We are interested in
men and women who have, proven aca-
demic, leadership, and social abilities.

.Anldrea S. Hershatter
Ass is tant Director

Iof Admis sions

of the Fuqua School
will be on campus

Thursday, October 10

Appointment information may be obtained
-- ~by contacting:

-Of fice of Career Planlninqc
E Placement

i

W~orld
Soviets propose weapons cut; administration reponds -- The Soviet Union pledged a 50 percent
reduction in their offensive nuclear weapons stock if the United States would reciprocate. The terms of the
Soviet proposal would place the number of such weapons at 600for each superpower. The Soviets added

that all work on the "Star Wars' weapons system beyond the laboratory stage should be halted. The
number of Soviet SS-20 medium-range missiles in Europe would be reduced toa-the level of Western mis-
siles, as long as the United States Pershing 2 and cruise missiles were removed or counted as part of the
6000 piece weapon-limit. President Ronald Reagan would not stop research on the Strategic Defense Initia-
tive, replied Secretary of State George P. Shultz '49. But the administration welcomed the proposal for the
50 percent cut of strategic weapons.

London riots erupt after police shoot woman -London police sparked a riot by hundreds of black
youths when they shot a black woman during a search of her home. Scotland Yard said that the shooting
~of Cherry Groce, 38, was an accident, and ordered an investigation into the matter. Over 35 injuries oc-
curred during the night-long riot.

Lebanon torn by war- The sounds of battle were heard once again in' Lebanon. The combatants in
this major skirmish are the pro-Syrian Arab D~emocratic Party and a fundamentalist Sunni Moslem group,
known as the Thwheed, which is opposed to Syria. The two-week long violence has so far resulted in the
deaths of at least 24Q persons.

Panamanian president resigns; vice president sworn in-First Vice President Eric Arturo Del-
valile, 48, stepped in as president of Panama after President Nicolas Ardito Barletta resigned. Barletta~s
resignation came under pressure from the military and other members of the government.

N~ation
East Coast recovers from Gloria's punch- -'The New York and New England area is starting the
massive cleanup of debris left behind by Hurricane.Gloria. Up to 1.6 million households and businesses
were left without power, which may not be restored to all customers until as late as Wednesday. At least ten
storm-related deaths were reported.

Boeing to put wind shear warning devices on new jets - Boeing Co. will install a cockpit
warning system in new advanced jets beginning next summer. The system will warn the pilot when the
plane is entering a dangerous wind-shift area and will indicate the safest route for the pilot to follow. Wind
shear was believed to have caused the Delta Airlines crash last August.

Local
Police complain about lack of recruits -Police chiefs, attempting to fill staff positions left unfilled
by retirements and cuts from Massachusetts' Proposition Two and one-half, are having trouble filling the
vacancies. The state's Department of Personnel AdminiistrationI, which is responsible for certifying lists of
applicants, was blamed by the police departments for the delays.

Hahvahd to search for new students -Harvard University has developed a new 8t4-foot wide radio-
telescope to be used in a search for signs of intelligent alien life. Carl Sagan), Steven Spielberg and little
Max Spielberg, Steven s three and one-half month-old son, were amon~g those present at the power-up
ceremony. The telescope is intended to percieve alien messages possibly being broadcast, using a- computer
to monitor many different radio channels simultaneously.

Sports -
Miami brings mascot, whips BC -The University of Miami Hurricanes flew in on the tail of Hurri-
cane Gloria and proceeded to blow right by the Eagles, livik down last year's embarrassing loss at the
hands of "Hail Mary Flutie." BC's lack of defense was a major factor in the 45-10 loss.

Sox wrap up stay in Detroit on a high note - The Red Sox beat the Detroit Tigers 8-4 Sunday,
winning two games of the three-game series. The Sox started sluggishly, although they were led by a strong
performance by pitcher Rob Woodward (1-0). But Boston landed the knockout punch in the third inning,
scoring six runs.

WeN-iather
Indian summer continues - aThe stubborn balmy weather will continue through the early part of the
week with temperatures in the middle- to upper-70s. Wednesday will bring a cooling trend and a slight
chance of showers.

David Jedlinsky
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Feature
You may find yourself sitting in a lecture hall or in a

beautiful room with a beautiful view, and you may ask

yourself, "How did this get here?"
In Case you have been too busy running to classes- to

notice, MIT has a lot of interesting, if not beautiful,
buildings, These structures deserve at least a bit of atten-
tion, which I will-attempt to provide here.

The MacLaurin Buildings along the main stretch of the
Infinite Corridor and the two wings extending around Kil-
lian Court were designed by Welles Bosworth, Class of
1889. The MIT Corporation chose Bosworth in 1913 as
the main architect for the new Institute to be located
across the Charles River from its old location in Copley
Square. Construction began that same year.

These buildings, in their dignified, almost oppressive
manner, define the public's image of the Institute. The ex-
terior is simple, yet monumental, while the interior is
functional.

Bosworth's grand plan called for connected structures,
a feature much-welcomed during-torrential downpours.
He also realized, with great foresight, the need for change
and divided the buildings into units which could be adapt-
ed as necessary for the changing needs of the Institute.

Other buildings bearing the mark of BQsworth lie on
the eastern side of campus, including East Campus, Walk-
er Memorial and the President's House. The Hayden
Building, designed by Ralph Walker '11 and built in 1950,
demonstrates Bosworth's great influence upon later con-
struction at the Institute.

"You will see the large white
panels and dark glass of the [Arts,
Media and Technology] building
occasionally referred to as "The
Bathroom" by those students less
appreciative of its design."

Workers are currently adding final touches to the ne`
Arts and Media Technology Building (E15). The dedica-
tion ceremony is planned for October 2, so it is probably
safe to assume that it will be completed by then.

If you still- have not seen the building, you should
trudge down to East Campus and look across Ames
Street, There you will see the large white panels and dark
glass of the building occasionally referred to as "The
Bathroom" by those students less appreciative d its de-
sign. It is the latest and perhaps one of the most contro-
versial additions to the MIT landscape.

Designed by the firm of I.M. Pei '40, the fbur story
building houses the Vera and Albert List Visual Arts Cen-
ter, which includes the new Hayden Gallery, as well as the
offices of the Committee for Visual Arts and the Visible
Language Workshop.

Pei has designed several other buildings on the east side
of campus, most notably- the 22-story Green Building,
which towers above all of the other buildings in the vicini-
ty.

The Green Building, completed in 1964, violates two
precedents of MIT architecture established by Bosworth.
First, it stands alone in McDermott court, detached from
the MIT tradition of connected buildings. Second, in
thrusting skyward 30Q feet, it defiles the expansive sprawl
which had previously defined MIT's landscape.

But the Green Building's harshest quality is the winter
wind that swirls about its entrance, making access to the
building unpleasant, if not impossible. Its one redeeming
characteristic is its height, which has often helped me to
find the shortest way back to the 'Institute after getting

The shape of the parcel of land on which the building
was constructed inspired its triangular design, according
to O. Robert Simha, director of the Planning Office.

The Hermann Building, home of the Dewey Library, is
set at the easternmost edge of MIT's property. The build-
ing, completed in 1965, was designed by Eduardo Cata-
lano, an Argentine-born architect who taught at MIT for
many years. It is a massive top-heavy structure that bears
some resemblance to a building on the western side of
Massachusetts Avenue.

That building of course, is the Stratton Hotel, beloved
home of The Tech and other. grease, such as Lobdell
french fries. The Julius A. Stratton '23 Student Center
(W20), built in 1965, was also designed by Catalano. His
intention was to make it appear to defy gravity. But many
find that its massive concrete structure affirms the sver-
powering force of gravity.

MIT's "buildings, in their
dignified, almost oppressive manner,
define the public's image of the
Institute .

Kresge Auditorium, also located on Kresge Oval is an-
other distinctive building on the MIT campus which was,
completed in 19S5. Eero Saarinrlen, its architect, allegedly
carved out a grapefruit to illustrate his design concept.

The MIT Chapel, the third building in the oval, was
built the same year as Kresge, and was also-designed by
Saarinen.

Most of the Institute Houses border the Charles River
along Memorial Drive. Ashdown and Burton, the first
houses, were both hotel-apartment complexes when they
were purchased by MIT in 1937 and 1947, respectively.

Midway between Ashdown and Burton Houses lies Ba-
ker House. Archttect Alvar Aalto, a visiting professor
from Finland to the School of Architecture in 1940, de-
signed the structure. The dormitory, completed in 1949,
has an interesting feature: the double set of exterior stairs
which cascade down the building toward the entrance on
Amherst Alley.

At the far end of the row of the Institute Houses lies
500 Memorial Drive, known to most students as Next
House. The most recently built dormitory is shaped in an
'S' - one cannot help but wonder if the curves of Baker's
Memorial Drive side had inspired the designers of Next
House. 
I· I II ,,I ._I ,, 1 _ e '~I,1 , ,.I_111

"Eero Saarinen, [Kresge
Auditorium's] architect, allegedly
carved out a grapefruit to
illustrate his desiqn conceot-'

Still further west, at the very edge of the campus, Tkang
Hall'rises up 24 stories like a sentinel tower, much like
Eastgate-at the other end of the campus. One of the more
puzzling things at Tang is a flashing light in one of the
windows on the southeast corner of the building.

I have not looked for it recently, but I have always won-
dered why the light was there. Anyone who knows sorme-
thing about it can write to mze here at Thae Tech.

If you have made it this far, either you must have noth-
ing to do, are putting something off or are an extremely
faithful reader of The Tech.

To say the least, this was a limited sampling of the
building on campus. Should you wish to learn more about
buildings that I have either skimped on or skipped entire-
ly, there is an excellent book available at Rotch Library
(in Building 7) titled Art and Architecture at MIT. It out-
lines several walking tours which highlight the various
buildings and ground on campus.

classified
advertising

PERSONAL HEALTH. General medi-
cal care, sportsmedicine and sex-
ually transmitted disease treat-
ment. Private physicians office.
Confidential. Robert Taylor M.D.
1755 Beacon St. Brookline. 232-
1459.

KIDS' TIME OUT. Fun, educational
and age-appropiate activities for
children 2 years and up. Individual
attention. Qualifies Provider - Ele-
mentary School Teacher. Langupge
Development. Home Environinent.
Francisca Edwards 494-1733, at
Westgate.

HAND-TAILORED CLOTHING at off-
the-rack prices! Customs suits for
men & women ($220-$250)- Top
quality fabrics (over 5000) to,
choose from. Serving Harvard &
MIT for over 13 years. 100% Satis-
faction Gurranteedl Call Bill at Har-
vard Custom Clothing - 259-1214
for appt, info, or reference.

--

The MIT Equipment Exchange
offers surplus equipment and used
typewriters to students and staff
at reasonable prices. Located in
Building NW30, 224 Albany Street.
Open Tues., Thurs. 11 am - 3 pm.

We believe the last thing that should keep someone from going to college is
money. S call -800-SHAWMUT orcome and see us about our compe-
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Tech file photo by Jim Mihori

The Ralph G. Landau Building (Building 66).
lost il the back streets of Cambridge.

Another of Pei's designs, and my personal favorite, is
the Landau Building (66), a five story wedge of glass and
concrete nestled between East Campus and the TRW fac-
tory on Ames Street. The interior of the building is also
concrete and functional, although sometimes the stair-
ways provide a major obstacle to reaching the fourth
floor. The design may seem senseless,-but it was required
to conform to building codes.

I m p rmeD sds is of MDI T arc hit ctu ral styl e

hensive education loan progam
Because webeieve thata goode

wl give youl abetter foundation to bu
muation -Ih wu
d on. - -X^; >oamtakslmberasts

S~uwmut b~aks iRemembers itl6DK:rd evahiulhsing )edersJ --
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Editorials

UA shouldd direct space
upon a Coop departure

If the Harvard Cooperative Society moves to Kendall Square in the near fu-
ture, what will become of the space The Coop presently occupies in the Julius
A. Stratton '23 Student Center? MIT must consider the alternatives now.

The administration should not dictate the reuse plan. Students should-bieseri-
ously involved in the decision-making process. Students must ultimately control
how space in the Student Center is used.

The Undergraduate Association, as the representative of the student body,
should direct the utilization of the space The Coop would vacate. 0

Possible renovations of the first floor could introduce a department store, a
handful of selecteh shops or additional student activity space. Any decision,
however, must consider convenience and cost for students.

Attracting smaller stores may be the best option. By offering a lure of low
rent and near monopoly status, agreements should -guarantee comparably low
prices by the vendor. MIT would renew the leases only if the stores met prear-
ranged requirements for student satisfaction. Prices, quality and variety would
be among these guidelines.

In any case, the stores should concentrate on products essential to students.
A Student Center cafe to replace Lobdell would also respond to student

needs. A vaniety of national franchises would be a welcome and more profitable
replacement for MIT's dining facilities.

With The Coop's possible departure, students would have the opportunity to
make the Studenlt Center more useful for and enhancing to stuldenlt life."

Thle Coo - 0d oes not act

"The object of the Harvard Cooperative Society is to reduce the cost of living
at MIT,," state The Coop's rules and regulations. "It exists solely for that pur-
pose and endeavors to afford especial facilities for the purchase of all kinds of
students' supplies."

Yet The Coop has not lived up to its objective. The Coop's exorbitant prices
often fall beyond competitive ranges.

Now The Tech has learned that the.CoQp's lease in the Julius A. Stratton '23
-Student Center expires in June, 1986. Officials of Boston Properties, the devel-
opers of a possible relocation site for The Coop- in Kendall Square, asserted
that The Coop would be ready to move to Cambridge--Center by the fall of
1986.

The Coop is supposed to act in the students' interests. Yet students were not
and are not involved in the moving plans. It is also uncertain whether or not the
student Board of Directors -of The Coop had any input to the plans.

The Board must determine whether or not students should support a cooper-
ative society that has failed to show consideration. for the students who are the
reason for its existence. 
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Ch-eating at
-Life at MIT is a series of games. These

games have various titles - 'Pedestrian
Street Navigation," "Sleep or 6.001,'"
'Rush Week."

As with most games, there are ways to
cheat if the player is willing to suffer possi-
ble consequences.

The games are very simple to play. The,
rules governing them are simple- as well.

You, a pedestrian in Boston, should
cross only at crosswalks and only with the
WALK signal. here is no anti-jaywalking
law in Massachusetts, but the rule of
crossing only at crosswalks and with the
lights is implied. It is easy and popular to
cross streets in the most convenient loca-
tion.

But don't expect too much synpathy if
you end up in the.hospital after you go
dashing across Massachusetts Ave. without
looking at traffic. 'Especially not from the
driver of the car you should have noticed.

Iti S-4ks to cheat if you are willing to
accept the consequences.

It can be easy to sleep eight hours each
night while taking 6.001, Al! you need is a
roommate who allows you to Copy his
problem set each week. But this can be a
dangerous trap to fall into. You will real-
ize its depth when you are hanided your
first test.

It is easy tb cheat if you are wilting to
accept the consequences.

Rush Week, like crossing the street and
doing your homework, also has implied
rules. Theyr assume attracting freshmen to
a dorm with activities, such-as parties or
picnics. But this can involve much work
for the orgaies and the dorm will bet
come filled with freshmen anyway.-

A technique for cheating has been devel-
oaped for the game. It wag perfected this
year at Bexley. It is called anti-rush .

Anti-rush 'must be great. fun. Residents
invent creative activities; but these activri-
ties must be repulsive. Either few attend or
the activities are not, held. The goal is
liiting physical exertion.

These activities included: Newt Races,
Intranasal Broccoli Insertion, and a Hare
.Krishna Chanting Session. If any fresh"
man still visited Beiley, his tour was of a
closet -if his entry were not blocked by
the quasi-East German Border.

the game
Because the activities -required little

work and no Bexley rooms were crowded,
the cheating was easy and very effective.
Only one percent-of the freshmen class
wanted to live in the campus's best located
dorm with the nicest rooms.

Ant anti-rush normally may be tolerated.
After all, MIT prides itself on its "individ-
uals." But this year, the housing situation
is atrocious. It is outrageous that eighteen
students live in MacGregor lounges or that
150'people were pushed into Limbo.

Unfortunately, with too many freshmen
entering this year, every dorm must tighten
its belt and crowd a few extra people. Ex-
cept Bexley.

Yes, it is- easy to cheat if you are willing
to accept the consequences.

But Bexley cheated and everyone else is
suffering the consequences. Bexley must be
prepared to suffer the consequences of its
actions. The residents there should be as
crowded as anywhere else.

Those residents need not be Bexley's
current residents; the Alpha Phi Sorority,
as previously recommended, could take
over Bexley. Bexley's displaced residents
would take the places of the sorority's
members in dorms.

Some object to any crowding of Bexley
as punishment or "unfair, because only a
few people ran anti-rush."

How could making Bexley equal to the
other dorms in crowding be considered a
punishment?

Although only a few residents ran the
anti-rush, the Rush policy of a dorm is the
responsibility of every -resident of that
dorm, through its elected officials, just as
the policy of a democratic country is the
responsibility of its citizens, through the
government.

What does Bexley's president have to say
on the issue? A bag of popcorn cannot say
much. Bexley did not take its-responsibil-
ity as a dormitory belonging to MIT seri-
ously enough. It has lost its privilege to be
represented by a chosen body; if a small
body selects itself to represent Bexley and
the majority of the dorm disagrees, it is
only the fault of the dorm.

Bexley has tried to cheat.
Bexley must accept the consequences-
That's the way- the game is played.
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MIT-

BS/MS/PhD .andidates -Join some of the nation's
most respected and inventive people at developing
Innovative and fascinating rew technologies As a
leading hands-on "working laboratory" in
Technology Square. we offer a unique environment
for your career to grow and develop. Positions are
currently available for candidates in SE, ME,
Aero-Astro, CS, Physics and other technical
fields In the following areas:

* Avionics A Artificial
• VLSI Intelligence
• Real Time ' Materials

Software Science
e Trblology Mechanical

Design
We are a community of 2,000 and growing, If
you're looking for a competitive salary, outstanding
benefits package, including tuition reimbursement,
and a state-of-the-art professional challenge - we
want to talk to you.

INFORM1ATION SESSION
Tuesday, October I 5, 1985

Details available at your Placement Office. The
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., 555
Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139. We
are an equal opportunlty,'affirmative action
employer.

U.S. CItizenship required.
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!watching
cific Council's annual meeting in
Canberra, Australia in July.

E New Zealand continuously reit-
erated its earnest desire to main-
tain friendly relationships, eco-
nomically, politically, and
militarily. Two weeks ago, howev-
er, Washington categorically re-
jected the Wellington govern-
ment's proposed compromise, in
which Lange would decide in
each case whether a US ship car-
ried nuclear arms, without asking
the US Navy. Last Saturday,
Washington gave the ultimatum
to New Zealand: accept nuclear
weapons or be expelled from
ANZU S.

New Zealand refused to budge.
"If the ANZUS treaty requires us
to accept nuclear weapons, then
it is the treaty which is the obsta-
cle to the maintenance of good
relations between New Zealand
anad the United States,' Lange
explained in a speech in Christ-
church.

What so frightens Washington
that it is willing to alienate one of
the United States' closest and
most loyal friends? Militarily,
New Zealand would be hurt
much more than the United
States by the breaking of
ANZUS. The New Zealand
armed forces, in their entirety,
are composed of 12,700 men, 4
frigates, 6 patrol boats, and'sev-
en Navy helicopters, little aug-
menting the US forces in the Pa-
cific.

New Zealand is not important
to the United States as a military
base; Australia and our Pacific
possessions are quite sufficient.
Furthermore, the Soviet Union
has shown little interest in the
South Pacific.

The rationale behind- the Ad-
ministration's brutal reaction to
this small sign of independent-
mindedness from New Zealand
becomes clearer when one con-
siders the political repercussions
of New Zealand's actions.

Washington has been increas-

the US
ingly worried about the anti-nu-
clear, anti-US public opinion
growing in Western Europe. If
other nations were to follow New
Zealand's precedent, US military
interests could be seriously
harmed.

For example, Japan has had a
long-standing policy prohibiting
nuclear weapons in its territory.
In the past, it has never ques-
tioned whether US ships carried
nuclear weapons. The Adminis-
tration is greatly worried that Ja-
pan might begin enforcement of
this policy if New Zealand suc-
ceeds in thwarting the desires of
the US.

More importantly, anti-nuclear
movements in Western European
countries such as Belgium, West
Germany, and Great Britain have
been gaining power and recogni-
tion. With the West German gov-
ernment seriously weakened by
the repercussions from the recent
wave of defections to East Ger-
many, the West- German Social
Democratic party, much- more
amenable than the current Bonn
government to anti-nuclear pub-
lic protest, might well gain pow-
er. The US defense policy is en-
tirely dependent on a cooperative
West Germany.

The Administration feels, per-
haps justly, that t'he New Zealand
movement could be the start of a
wave of betrayals which could
leave the United States, isolated
on the world scene. This explains
the harsh attempts to crush the
New Zealand stance before other
allies follow New Zealand's ex-
ample.

Unfortunately for the current
state of affairs, the United States
has few options, short of an inva-
sion of New Zealand, which will
reverse that island's position.
New Zealand has already stated
that the breaking of ANZUS will
not sway its position.

The effects of economic sanc-
tions, such as ending preferential

(Please turn to page 9)

Since the beginning of Febril
ary, a major issue has been

haunting US foreign policy mak-
ers: our reaction to New Zea-
land's position banning port calls
by nuclear armed or propelled

The ramifications are far deep-
er than a military realignment in
the Pacific; portents of a major
shift in international attitudes to-
ward military power are rising
above the superpower horizon.
Will the United States be ready
for radically new attitudes on the
part of our allies regarding world
security?

The events that are bringing
forth such a frightened reaction
from Washington are at first sight
not very earthshaking.

In July of 1984, Prime Minister
David Lange's Labor party was
swept into power in New Zealand
on a platform promising a nu-
clear-free New Zealand. The
United States government re-
ceived private reassurances from
Labor Party officials, however,
that New Zealand would not look
too closely at any US ship that
paid a port call.

Washington waited six months,
until January of 1985, to request
permission for a port call by a
US Navy ship. The visit was
viewed as a test case by Washing-
ton; the Navy deliberately as-
signed the LISS Buchanan, a con-
ventionally-powered destroyer, to
the mission.

The Buchanan was, however,
nuclear-capable. In keeping with
standard US policy, the State De-
partment declined to disclose
whether the ship was in fact
armed with nuclear weapons.

On February 1, New Zealand
denied the Buchantan permission
to visit. Reagan administration
officials immediately cancelled
the "Sea Eagle" naval exercises,
one of a series (twenty-two in
1985) of joint Australian-New
Zealand-United States naval exer-
cise planned by the Pacific Coun-
cil, set up by the ANZUS treaty
of 195 1.

Australian Prime Minister
Robert Hawke, in Washington by
coincidence, agreed to hold joint
US-Australian naval exercises as
a substitute for the cancelled
"Sea Eagle," but stated that his
governtent would retain cordial
relationships and a military alli-
ance with New Zealand, the lat-
ter's anti-nuclear policy notwith-
standing.

Washington took New Zea-
land's action very seriously. Con-
gress discussed political or eco-
nomic sanctions; the State
Department considered expelling
New Zealand from the ANZ;US
alliance. It announced after some
consideration that it would defer
such a drastic move until the Pa-

Twenty freshmen have already written news for The
Tech this term. Our staff is always open to anyone who
wants to write - graduate or undergraduate, new or old.
The best time to join The Tech is right now.

* * * 

For anyone curious about how the Institute works, writ-
ing for Thze Tech is the perfect excuse to ask questions.
We need people to find out about tuition and financial aid,
educational reforms, the grading system and freshman
pass/fail, minority student issues, student activity fund-
ing, MIT's participation in military research, and deci-
sions on crowding and class size. If these issues matter to
you, study them in depth as a Tech reporter.

Writing for The Tech is different from writing for a
class or for yourself You don't just turn in a story and
leave it at that. The editors will go over your story with
you on our advanced computer phototypesetting system,
discussing and explaining their changes. Many writers
find our editing system much more rewarding than just
handing in a paper and getting it back a few weeks later
with a grade and some comments.

We don't demand major commitments, although the op-
portunities to contribute are limitless. A story may take a
few hours of interviewing and a few hours of writing;
three stories per term put you on :staf

There are sure to be people at The Tech any
Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday night. Come in
what kinds of stories are waiting to be written, or
a story yourself. Ask for Harold or Craig.

Sunday,
and see
suggest

'Ir

9. Why.can't every streetside
resident of East Campus and
Senior House receive an honor-
ary degree in Sleep Management
in addition to our primary de-
grees? (or would that be Lack-of-
Sleep Management?)

10. Can I have half my rent
back?

11. Do the appropriate au-
thorities know that East Campus
oscillates-with every passing
truck?

12. Is all this noise designed to
discourage students from taking
extra time at MIT?

13. Why is it called "cinstruc-
tion?" I find nothing constructive
about it- Sharon E. Klotz '19

To the Editor:
Things I want to know before I

leave MIT:

L. Why do large, noisy-trucks
and their (large? noisy?) truck
drivers enjoy careening down
Ames Street at all hours of the
day and night?

2. Where are they going?
3. Where have they come

from?

4. What are they carrying in-
side?

5. Why do they sometimes
seem to get locked, in- "back-
ward" mode? (Unfortuna~tely, the
chirping sounds sometfin j,-Jike,
an alarm clock, a soturc of coY:
fuslon for may tired souls, to be

sure).
6. Why ·is the area between

East Campus and Senior House
the most quickly developing in all
of New England, or is it just the
training ground for new con-
struction workers?

7. For example, does the
sidewalk really need to be dis-
membered with a jackhammer at
7 am?

8. Who planned the construc-
tion of the new Arts and Media
Building so it Would be complet-
ed just as the construction in
RKendalIlSquare was getting into
full orchestration? That-was con-
siderate; we dbR't have to miss
the subtleties of either.
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down everything you have to say.
As I said before, nobody is re-

sponsible for your contentment
or needs a Society to provide
good excuses. Only accepting
pressure will make you find those
excuses. But what can be done?

One solution is to take people
who are worked up and put them
on a bench in Harvard Square,
where they can forget about re-
sponsibilities and watch the pas-
sersby. Unfortunately it would be
difficult to convince these individ-
uals they can take off time to do
this.

If the society were all power-
ful, we could blame its require-
ments for all our troubles. This
remedy, though, might not lead
to real improvements, since it
wouldn't allow us to guide our-
selves into a happy lifestyle.

Unfortunately, our only re-
course is to become individuals.
To make the most of this, we
should concentrate enough heat
on a single official (ourselves)
that we'll be forced to do some-
thing - diffuse the illusion that
we are required to follow Rules.
I" .
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ENGINEERING GRADUATES

The more
you have

the more you have to gain.
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DRIONIC e-the heavy
sweater's answer to costly
and embarrassing under.
arm, hand or foot sweat,
Short- treatment with elec.
tronic Drionic keeps these
areas dry for 6 week
periods. Recommended by
dermatologists every-
where. Covered by many
insurance companies.
Send for free information.
Clinical studies available
to physicians. c- . .
GENERAL MEDICAL CO.

WMet. KMIT-1
1935 Armacost Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Ages 21-35

Too busy with career
meet someone special?

to

Oh, ting
To the Editor:

Aaarrrggghhh! I I
Now that he's got that out of

his system, maybe he can calm
down enough so he can read this
letter. Oooh, he gets so mad!

I am talking about The Tech's
most exasperatingly uncontented
columnist, Joe Shipman
(stretch!). Last Tuesday he wrote
a column about hostile bus driv-
ers, confused ticket clerks, in-
flexible conductors and incompe-
tent bureaucrats. He must have
seen all this, because since then
he's been really upset about it.

Or maybe he simply likes to
get worked up.

What got my mind racing to-
day was a relatively minor piece
of complaining, but it was so
characteristically paranoid that I
couldn't takce anymore and came
over here to vent my spleen.

I wanted to see what was hap-
pening at the 'Tute. I picked up
the brand-nlew Tech where my
eyes directed me to Joe Ship-
man's column. He wanted to take
the #g71l bus from Harvard
Square; the bus was scheduled to
leave at 2:20. At 2:23 he heard a
mumble from the loudspeaker
and made out the words "up the
ramp." He went up to find that
the al1 had just left from the up-
per ramp. The next one was
scheduled for 50 minutes later.

There were no signs posted
downstairs oar at the doors saying
that the place of departure had
been changed, and the (unintelli-
gible) announcement was not
made until the bus had already
left. None of 'the employees at
the station admitted having any-
thing to do with the foul-up, nor
could they provide the name of
anyone responsible.

Well, Joe's plight almost gave
me an ulcer when I remembered
- nobody is responsible for any-
thing, or knows anybody who is.
The Universe has no complaint
department, and all of the agen-
cies listed in the phone book are
just numbers without addresses.
Whenever one of the numbers is
called, it is answered by a ma-
chine, or, even worse, Someone
In Charge.

The people in charge might as
well be firfite-state machines
themselves: They are not only in-
capable of handling a complaint
or any standard request to make
the world better but are also in-
capable of sufficiently improving
your outlook so you can deal
with what is. At least an answer-
ing machine therapeutically takes

So, are you tired of rude bus
drivers?

Do you get mad when there is
no token clerk in a subway sta-
tion late at night, and the revolv-
ing gate is busted, so you can't
getin to take the train (but it eats
your token anyway)?

Have you had enough unan-
nounced 20-minute delays getting
to class, although there is no
Penalty for being late?

Are you fed up with having
five anxieties going by in your
head while you wait half an hour
for your subway, resulting in
your getting exasperated and
punting a problem set?

Are you disgusted with a soci-
ety where responsibilites are not
only regularly imposed, but regu-
larly (and in truth always) only
accepted, forcing you to get
needlessly uptight (or, if it's the
last straw, to take it out on oth-
ers)?

Then do something about it.
Hang out with a good book and
listen to the wind for a while; or
just read a copy of this letter.

Jeff Thompson '87

I

Gala Opening

Private Works by Public Art-ists:

Three Exhibitions

Burton, Noland,

Fleischner

Ping Chong: Kindness

Henry Moore: Figures and Forms

October 1 6-8 pm Public Invited

,1 t 

If you're looking for real project responsibility right from the start. . . IVatkins-Johnson is the place! The more you put in, the more ourflexible, fast-paced prograrn has to offer - challenge, educational
incentives, and professional dialogue with some of the

· best minds in the electronic industry.
For over 27 years, Watnsa-Johnson has been
developing microwave electronic products -
devices and systems - for defense, communi-
cations and commercial applications.
And, although we're one of the biggest names
in the industry, our total employee population
of 3,000 worldwide ensures that you'll never
be just another face in the crowd. You have
everything to gain!
If you have al excellent academic record and
are graduating with a BS or MS in one of the
following disciplines, let's talk about opportu-
nitimes at our San Jose, Palo Alto, Scotts Valley,
CA or Gaithersburg, MD facilities.

DISCIPLINES:

· Material Science
a *-omputer Science
a Physics
ON-CAMEPUS INTERVIEWS
Thursday & Frdayw
October 10 & 11

-

Begin clsIses
with a bright, new smile.

SPECIAL FALL OFFER

FOR MIT

RSl cieo*, 2 x-vs. and Exam
S25.00

l
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Please contact your Placement Center or phone
Mi~ke Avina, Watkins Johnson-Company, 3333

HiUview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304. (415) 493-
4141, Ext, 2114. An equal opportunity employer mlfh/ v.-- U.S. Citizenship-is required. -
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l For Young
Professlonals Only

is make Joe so mad
We will introduce you to
new people who share your
interests and life style.

Call us today to schedule a
free preliminary Interview

965-4209
Y *oung Professionals 
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This space donated by The Tech

- CIVIL AND
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS

Inland Consultants, Inc., headquartered in Chicago, Illinois,
has immediate job openings for civil and structural engine-
ers in the Chicago area.
Ensgineers shall perform analysis and design of nuclear
power plants.
In particular, this is an excellent opportunity tor foreign
students to gain practical training experience up to one
year. During this one-year period, Inland Consultants will
consider making further appropriate applications on alter-
nate visa requirements.
We offer excellent salaries and benefits. Send resurnes to:

INLAND CONSULTANTS, INC.
5619 N. Fairfield Ave.

Chlcargo, IL 80659
Attn: James G. Frycek

Boston's- Lowest I
1Priced Shelving Store

The place tof all#your shelving needs

,E T r r .. EVERYTHING
0i ^1N1L--s ........ AT LEASTI

" i:rl a 50% OFF
LIST PRICE 

. ^ ---------~--' "1: p.*Save Space - Eliminate Clutter
SpeciaI20% off your

F nT ' first order with [his coupon!
valid until 11-1585

t l tS~--- je 111-1t 3t~~
LI, · _ .,, _^ t

$10 ooo -

OCTOB3ER 7, 8, 9
FREE DINNER
FREE PRIZES

SEE JEFF SOLOF
ROOM 10-156

I-58,000 -

IS6,000 -

$4,000-

'. .

$2,000 -/

$3,700

S1,700
. I |,

, 4'i-, 
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S1.100

$so $E00 
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Academic Year 1935-36 1945-46 1955-56 1965-66 1975-76 1985-86
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DOCTOAIL PRtOGRAMS
Friday 3:00

Saturday 12:30

THE MB&'AND YOU
Friday 1:00 and 5O 

Saturday I1:00 and 2:00

MBA CAREERS
Friday 1:00 and 5:00

Saturday 11:00 and 2:00

For more workshop information call 800-524-1802 (in New Jersey 609-734-1539).

aSPRrfd by!M Grnodte v 1 Admbsm Coual
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A healthy start in life is a gift only you ca give your baby.
If you-re pregant, visit your doctor or clinic early and often.

for more information, contact:

March of Dimes
MBIRTH DEFECTS FOUND9ATIQN _"

MIT TUITION DO SOMETHING
I sg, 000 ABOUT THIS! $11,000

n?AT THES TUDEN T FINACCIAL
AID TELETHON -

ffiTALK MBA
-06W with over 75 schools.

Irl. .l In one place. In one day.
Here s a rewerding opportunity to meet with representatives from many of the
country's leading graduate management schools to discuss admissions, curriculum,
finlncial aidc career development, and placement.

Daily registration for the MBA Forums and WorksPops is $5payable at the door.
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To the Editor:
It is that special time of year

when all the children areback in
school, and Simson L. Garfin-
kel's flames are about to appear
in The Tech for the third straight
year. But this time I am going to
try to beat him to it and attempt
to offend as many people as only
he can.

My first topic is rather serious.
It's the progressive deterioration
of social life at MIT. Oh, sure,
you say, what social life? Half a
campus doesn't give a damn.
That's true, but what I am writ-
inag about is the continued effort
of the Dean's Office to create a
sterile campus.

Let's look at the dry TANK,
dry rush, no violence, no XXX
movies, no fun developments of
the recent months. I don't know
about you, but to me, an idea of
speed soda drinking is ludicrous,
be it soda or moosy or whatever
else they served last spring. Dry
rush is a hypocrisy, false advertis-
ing - we do not run dry parties
at MIT, not too many in the five
years I have been here. Or is this
a preview of the coming attrac-
tions? I think that we all know
the importance of a social lubri-
cant in the MIT environment.

Now for the administration's
policy of no violence. (I might be
going overboard on this one). As
I understand it, a fight on cam-
pus could lead to an uxpulsion of
both parties from the Institute. I
think that's going too far. I
mean, how can people express
frustration at the 'Tute? How
can we escape these pressures?
Not by partying, not by drinking,
not by just calling Nightline. (I
am not offending Nightline here
- it's not what is needed some-
times). Would the administration
rather find a student hanging
from a hook in a closet or allow
him a drink or even a fight? I
know people who died here, who
went insane from the pressure.
I'd rather have a fistfight on my
campus than a suicide. I think
that MIT has enough weight in
the society, or at least in Cam-
bridge to formulate codes that
conform to the state law enough,
and yet allow beer for TANK.
Nobody in politics plays straight
by the rules. Everybody inter-
prets the rules with'legal help.

And tlow for my favorite topic
- pornography. We had no real
Reg. Day movie this year, but we
still got impotent protests on the
anniversary of the traditional
Registration Day movie. We have
an inconsistent Dean's Office
policy, and we have experts on
TV insisting that violence and
nudity and erotica on the screens
large and small, lead to real life
rape and murder. We even have
experts searching (not finding)
for statistics to show this trend
over the years. How they separate
effect of media in these is beyond
me.

though. We can find this separate
effect of media on the minds of
millions by comparing two soci-
eties: Soviet and American. In
the West, we have sex, drugs,
rock 'n roll/devil worship, vio-
lence, and alcohol abuse, etc. In
the USSR, they have hush-hush
statistics about crime in the "so-
cialist heaven," no alcohol ads,
no cigarette ads, no sex or vio-
lence on TV/movies - none.
That's the party line. But they
have higher rape, higher violent
crime, definitely more alcohol
abuse, less of a drug problem,
etc.

So what does that mean, boys
and girls? It means that a lot of
people out there are offended
now, thinking of furious replies.

I want porn and alcohol back
on campus, where they belong.

How are we preparing for the
real world by creating unrealistic
microcosm on campus? If Pro-
femina is against porn, maybe
they should take their protests to
Hollywood, Detroit, New York,
it's a world problem,, not MIT's.
Their problem starts there, porn
is not a problem at MIT.

In conclusion, I would like to
urge the Dean's Office to loosen
up, Profemina to cheer up and to
remember Cindy's immortal
words: "The girls wanna, they
just wanna; girls just want to
have fu-un." And the boys too,
want some fun, and what kind of-
fun can you have without sex, al-
cohol and X-rated to bedrock 'n
roll? Smile everyone, now we'll
have something to read in 26-100
for the rest of the year. . .

Ilya Giorodisher G

"How To Do Well in
An Employment Interview"

MATTHEW D. ARNETT
Manager, College Relations

Analog Devices, Inc.

Tuesday,

October 11, 1985
4:00 p. m.

'Room 4-159

Sponsored by the Office of Career Services and Preprofessi;onal Avising
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ised in the 1970 Nulclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty. Only in such
a manner can we regain the trust
of our allies and prevent the
crumbling of our defense estab-
lishment.

Last Saturday the Soviets is-
sued a proposal offering nuclear
arms cuts of up to 50 percent.
This provides a heaven-sent op-
pottunity to begin a shift of atti-
tude towards our allies. The
United States's botching of this
chance would greatly strain our
credibilty with our allies, and
further hasten the day when New
Zealand's rejection' of United
States military policy is propagat-
ed across the capitals of Europe.

More than weapons cuts, then,
is riding on the United States' re-
action to the Soviet initiative.

The governments and peoples of
Western Europe are watching us
very closely; we disappoint therr
at our own peril.

.
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(Continued from page 5)

treatment of lamb and wool im-
ports from New Zealand, or re-
leasing onto the world market
government surpluses of dairy
products to compete with New
Zealand's principal exports, are
uncertain at best. There is, likely,
no action that will cause New
Zealand to reverse its position.

So what can the United States
do to prevent the serious weaken-
ing of its defense that would fol-
low the "defection" of more
countries to the peaceniks? The
answer: absolutely nothing. We
must, instead, address the cause
of the peace movement, restruc-
turing our foreign policy so that
we no longer appear so threaten-
ing to our allies.

Specifically, we must begin to
cooperate with our allies in inter-
national policy, instead of domi-
nating them. We must also-begin
to negotiate with the Soviet
Union in good faith, as we prom-

:E k

I
U

could share one machine, and
turn off access control within the
group. People can get a lot more
done if they find people to trust,
rather than studying distrust.

Richard Stalman
Guillermo J. Rozas G

Gerald Jay'Sussman '68
David Wallace

To the Editor:
The recent article,. "Student.

breaks Athena security, emay
have misled a tot of people who
aren't closely familiar with com-
puter systems and the mistrust
engendered by security.

A login simulator is a tradi-
tional compueter hack, muchs as
going on the Great Dome is a
traditional building hacle. I sus-
pect that many readers and Tech
staffers don't know this -other-
wise, why would a login simula-
tor be considered news - so I
want to make sure you know.
These hacks are comparably ex-
citing, and about equally harm-
less. They are so traditional that
the lack of originality does- not
make them uninteresting, -espe-
cially if you have to figure out
how to do it on your own.

I would be surprised to see The
Tech print a quote saying that ac-
tually to go onto the Dome, in-
stead of just planning how you
could do it, "has got to be some
sort of mania." At least 'there
would be some indication that
not everyone agrees!

The uncautious reader might
get the impression that' breaking
security hurt somebody. The
tone, the diction, suggest that a
serious crime hlas taken place;
but if you look carefully, you
won't find a victim anywhere.-
"Where people see smoke, they
will tend to assume there is a
fire," seems to be the principle in
use.

Perhaps the motivation for
breaking security was a childish
dare game: one starts with, "I
have a file you can't read., nyrah
nyah," and the other replies with,
"hI sure can!" in the form of a
login simulator. Both sides of this
game are immature. By declaring
that the one side can do no
wrong, and calling the other one
an "Offender," one is nest serving
the cause of maturity. 

The way to end the security
game is to refuse to play either
side of it. The other Athena users
are other MIT students. Instead
of trying to protect yourself from
them as if they were enemies, it
might be better to try to build up
groups that trust each other. Per-
haps all the people onl a floor

I

. Just sign up in your placement office
and mark these dates on your calendar:

Presentation - October 7
Interviews - October 7 & 8

You'll see why we're a company with a
remarkable history. And a future as prom-
ising as your own.

Lockheed is an equal opportunity, affir-
mative action employer. U.S. citizenship
is.required.

Talk with our representatives about why
The Almanac of American Employers
rated Lockheed second overall among
America's largest, successful companies.
Tops among aerospace firms. And talk
about career opportunities at Lockheed.
And about our famed "Skunk Works"
facility where we developed the SR-71
Blackbird, an aircraft so advanced, it's
still the fastest, highest flying airplane
in'the world.
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SKUNK WORKS and the skunk design ae regisered enrvice marls of the Lockheed Corporation. O 1985 Lockheed Corporion
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People with perseverance. Vision. Confi-
dence. And the persistent courage to keep going
to prove how right you are. That's the kind of
people we're looking for.

If you identify with these people, then you're
our kind of people.- To find out if you're quali-
fied, Norlen Systems, Hamilton Standard,
Otis elevators and the United Technologies

Research Center will be-c-mducting campus
interviews for graduates witlh a BS, MS, or PHD
in Aerospace, Electrical c'r Mechanical Engi·
neering, Physics, Computer Scieice and
Materials Science.

Contact your College Placement or Career
Planning Office and sign up for an interview.

1 ' -,.
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l
1 abitat. North Ashanti near the sources
of the Nile, Sierra Leone; cultivated in
Brazil, Java, West Indies, Western Africa.

I Description. A tree growing to about 40
feet, having yellow flowers spotted with-
purple and pointed leaves 6 to 8 inches in
length.

The seeds are extensively used as
diment by the natives of Western a
tral Tropical Africa, and also b
blacks of the West Indies and B a
introduced the tree to these coun
mi piece is eaten before each

an aid to digestion- powdered dri
are applied to cuts for the astringn
fect. Large quantities of the fresh 
are employtd in Africa on account of 
sustaining and stimulant properties;'
they, form an important article of A
commerce. s

The Kola nuts of commer ce cony
the separated cotyledons of the e 
the seed; when fresh it is nearly wl 
drying it undergoes a fvermen ie
change turning reddish brona t 
much of its astringency. Th dris 
dons vary in size from I to 2-inc: Je
irregular in shape but roughly&
Yet, exterior reddish brown,,
Puler, easily cut, showing a unitH 
tlion, odourless and almofitste .
I Coxutitimts. Different iai F
nuts give a greater or lesserpy A
caffeine, which is found o' lyge§
state. The seeds are sAd to { 
c oside, Kolanin, but ahsSYX
pears to be a mixture of Kol XA
feine. The seeds also contanJG
matter, sugar, and a fat-,P
zyme acting on various o 
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Indian Cuisine, showing only a little d

tinctive character; some diners, thou?
will find a counterbalancing virtue in MO
dalay's restrained and subtle- use of spic
One of the more interesting offerings is t
Burmese version of hot and sour sot
clear and milder than the Chinese nor
Noodle dishes, suffering from too mu
soupy sauce, are a major disappointie
Beef stew with lemon grass has an intriE
ing navor (perhaps coriander, but the hi
proportion of celery. stalks and otA
coarse vegetables detracts from the di
Small bowls of hot popper and sweet-as
sour sauce are provided fbr personal'
justment of spice lops; but be caref
since it is easy to accidentally overwvhe
gentler flavors.

-Katie Schrcl
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a lot of licorice-and something else (gill
eucalypti? iedoform?). Both the taste fta
the color of thirs cange, expensive col
quire some g-ttin-used-toa

Nithur Ae 90 a - Another health-food caf.
feine-free ,cola. Dark, rich, tastes and
smens alniost like Manischewitz wine wid
added cinnamon and honey.

THE LOSER
WE'RE CONFUSED, TOO)

:ocmaiCoab Cla"ic - Despite the labels, this
isn't q aite the same as Old Coke. The flavor
is very similar to Old Coke, but it has un.
pleasantly much coffee-and-maple-syrup to
it add an oerpowering herbal aroma. only
one respondent ranked this even among
the top fives. The difference between Old
Coke and Coke Classic, it turns out, is that
the latter contains relatively more corn syr.
up and less sucrose than the former; sugar
advocacy groups have been taking out dilf.
page ads in major newspapers pointing out
the fact *hat Classic and Old Coke aren't
tile same. Corn syrup - which is cheaper
- tastes very different from sugar and this
doubtless-accounts at least in part for the
flavor d4ference we found.

Widespread puzzlement resulted when our
tasters learned that they had given every dif-
ferent ratings to Qld Coke and its Classic
counterpart; perhaps we'd gotten a bad
bottle, some contended (but on further
sampling they concluded that no, that's
how Classic always tastes). Another hy.
pothesis has it that the Old Coke was im.
proved by its four months of bottle-aging,
but -th>is-s sms hardly sufficient to account
for the maior difference in flavor. Try the
experiment yourself, if you have any Old
Coke left. wNe can almost unconditionally
recommend the Star-and Miscoe colas for
both fiaite and value; RC is a change that
may be welcome to many veterans of the
cola wars, Snapple or Naturale 90 should
perhaps be served the rinxt time you have

. tofu or sprouts for dinner.
- V. Michael Bove

with a rich body and pleasant aftertaste.
(We didnft tell anyone what it was. Honest)y

OTIER FAVOIR7¢S
Starts Cola - Star Market's representative of

the inexpensive` store-brand cola genre, this
is not overly sweet and has interesting cin-
namony overtones. A surprisingly pleasant
cola that is very different from members of
the Coke family.

Mincoe Cola,- "Bottled at the spring" bythe
Miscoe Spring Water company of Mendon,
Massachusetts. Unobtrusive, lightly fruit-
taste and medium sweetness, with a miner-
aly note that may originate with the spring
water. Lots of people swear by this stuff,
and given the fact that it often sells for as
little as 69¢ for a two-liter bottle, it may be
the best value of the lot.

PepsiCoLa - Light, balanced taste with no
single identifable constituent. Slightly too
sweet for our connoisseurs; one called It "a
cola for the masses." I

6'New" CocGla - Tastes very much like a
lighter, sweeter "Old" Coke. Less 'favor,
particularly less vanilla. Needs more body
and more bite.

ALSO-RANS
Royal Crown Cola - Thick, almost chewy

body. Bold attack and powerful, bitterly
spicy sustain. A unique, characteristic fla-
vor which one either loves or hates. Some
have proposed this as an ideal retreat from
the Coke controversy.

Stop&Shop Cola - Yes, Muffy, there is a real
difference among cheap colas - no one
would ever mistake this brown sugary wa-
ter for Star's excellent proluct. Almost un-
pleasant aroma which doesn't show up in
the bland taste.

MOST-UtNUSUAL ENTRLES'
Suapple CrYsta Cola - Makes a big point of

being salt-free, though none-of the other
colas we tried listed salt as an ingredient.
Also claims no preservativs ageain, none
of the others had any, either) and no artifi- 
cial color (it links like tonic water - bbut
who says caramel coloring is "artificial".
No caffeine. What Snapple--does!-hHarr is a
complex, almost medicine-like flavor, with

;i·

- i-
many other flavorings are typically added.
The formula of coca-Cola is one of the cor-
porate world's most carefully guarded se-
crets; analysis has shown that Coke - both
new and old - contains 'significant
amounts of lime oil, vanilla, cinnamon, and
coca leaf extract (with the cocaine re.
moved), as well as smaller quantities of lav-
ender and other flavsorings. These secret ills
gredients are what makes Coke Coke (and
whose proportions were readjusted for the
"lighter" taste of New Coke); they give Clas-
sic Coke what a wine expert might call its
"depth" and distinguish a good cola from
an inferior store-brand. Cheaper colas tend
to contain smaller amounts of costly es-
sences and- therefore have less complex
and interesting flavor.

For most of The Tech's history (we're a few
years older than Coca-Cola) we have relied
upon Coke's stimulant properties when is-
sue production drags on and on into the
night, its power of refreshment the follow-
ing morning, and its stomach-calming abil-
ity when too much dining-hall food finally
gets the best of us. in an effort to find out
whether Classic Coke is really the same as
Old Coke, and to investigate available alter-
natives, approximately a dozen members of
our staff participated in a blind taste-test of
ten colas running the gamut from the no-
ble to the undrinkable. Only "4normal". co-
las were tested -no sugar-free and no cafy
feine-free (unless the brand was available
only as caffieine-free). All colas tested were
purchased in battles,, as some cola fanatics
inasist that canne coda tastes diferent as a
result of.either tile cola's reaction wit the
metail or a slightly different formulation to
prevent the cola -from reacting with the
metal (we were' unable to get manufactur-
ers to confirm the latter thieory).

The results were surptising:
THE OVERALL WINNER

"Old" Coca-Cola -This is the real Real
Thing, hoarded by us last spring. All but
one taster ranked this fairst; a few immedi-
ately recognized the characteristic smooth
taste balanced between taft anid sweet,

oftions). Coconut soup, one of my favorites,
is rich and thick with shredded coconut.
Main dishes also generally meet a high
standard. Non-firebriathers wiln appreciate
the chicken tandotrri (barbecued chicken).

Thai: B-otoni 'saw a Thai restaurant boom a
couple of years ago, with several opening
witfiin a six-month span. Although most of

them are far aivay and very crowded, the
nearest is excellent: Bangkok House (567
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge; 547-
6666, walidng distance from M171. I can al-
most give this restaurant..,,an unqualified
rave. It serves the best dish I've ever had in
any restaurant: sauteed chicken with chili'
and garlic sauce. Garlic lovers must try this
concoction, which strikes the ideal balance
of hotness and garlic-flavor. Chickenco-
conut-lime soup, a Thai standard, is delec-
table here, as are many other selections.
The decor (heavy on shiny surfaces and
fish motifsl is almost pretty enough. to dis-
tract attention from the food. Watch oui for
some duds, though: the 'c?4ries have too
much- butter and not enough favor. Serrfce
is also painfully slow. But the high points
of the menu'are worth--these risks. (Bang-
kok House I1 opened last month in Har-
vard Square.)

apanese: Kabulki (24. Pearl Street, Cambridge;
491-4929; wolrking distance from MiT).
Around the corner from Purity Suprenie
(and across from the Off the Wall Cinema)
stands one of Cambridge's finest restau-
rants. The food is exotic, but once you try
it you'll be eager to get used to it. Meals
begin with a clear broth soup, which you
drink from the bowl, and.a salad with stun-
nrngly delicious sesame dressing. Main
courses. differ from the Chinese style, hav-
ing fewer vegetables and lighter, less goopy
sauces. One standout is a beef dish with
sesame flavoring, and fish dishes are espe-
cially good. Very good sushi is also
available.

Vietnamese: Chinatown could as well be
called Vietnamtown. Among its multitude
of Vietnamese restaurants is the Rainbow
Coffee Shop (Bench Street near Chinatown
arch, Boston; MBTA: Red Line to Washing-
ton o Orange Line to Essex). Just across
the street from Bo Shek, the Rainbow Cof-
fee Shop is an essential stop for seekers of
authentic Chinatown dives. It seems to be a
family operation, heavily patronized by lo-
cals; waitresses are usually rude to non-
Vietnamese. Dinner for two can be as
cheap as $10. Although 'noodle dishes
dominate the menu, the fare is never dull
to the American palate. Decorative touches
like slices of cucumber, tomato, and lettuce
to be dipped in a gingery vinegar sauce
make everything appealing. Mast-items on
the menu aren't especially spicy by them-
selves, but on each table is a jar of ultra-
fiery red sauce Oust a trace on the chop-
sticks is plenty), which waitresses warn
Caucasians away from.

Indsnesian: Java Cuisine (25 Massachusetts
Avenue, Boston - just across Harvard
Bridge; 353-0805; MBTA: Green Line to
Auditorium, or #1 bus). This restaurant
should be a magnet for the adventurous,
since it features the styles of Malaysia,
Indonesia, and Hong Kong.- Their closest
relative is probably Thai cuisine. Arche-

comes
Most MIT students are acquainted with the

pleasures of Sino-American eating. The rest
of Asia is much less familiar, but for those
already expert in the Chinese field, it's easy
to branch out. There is a tremendous vari-
ety of restaurants in Central Square alone,
as well as in Boston. In the list below, I hEve

iconcentrated on those closest to MIT within
each genre I

In generall Asian food follows the saime pat-
tern as Chinese: most dishes involve
chopped or sliced meat nrixed with. vegeta-
bles and sauce and sometimes noodles. Dif-
ferent spices characterize diffrent styles.
Lovers of hot peppers and spice will be satis-
fied anywhere in Asia, but all cuisines also
include milder dishes.

Indian: Boston has many Indian restaurants,
but the two closest to MIT are so good that
I have rarely ventured any farther:

Oh Calcufta (68'AMassachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge; 57622111; walking distance from
MID. Inexpensive and reliable, Obtca ut-
ta is a standby for MIT dinner trips. Its
menu is easily comprehensible: each of a
small repertoire of techniques (vindiloo,
curry, saag, etc.) is applied to chicken, beef,
and lamb. Nothing here is done poorly, so
experimentation poses no risk - as long as
you have a high tolerance for spicy food. If
nof, consultation with the waiter is advis-
able. Most of the dishes are at least moder-
ately spiced, and the scorching beef vinda-
loo is the most vicious I've ever faced. If
that scares you, I recommend the biryani
section of the menu (bits of meat-and vege-
tables mixed with rice).

India Pavilion (17 Central Square, 547-
7463; walking distance from MIT). To- fans
of Indian food, a dinner here can be worth
the extra blocks of distance and the higher
price. Every detail of a typically complex
Indian meal is superior, particularly the ac.
companiments like breads and onion chut-
ney (comparable to Chiliologist Andy's hot
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types such as egg rolls appear in idiosyn-
cratic form, and noodle, fish, and shrimp
dishes appear to be the specialties. The
fare is plainer than what you may be accus-
tomed to in fancy Chinese or Japanese es-
tablishments, and the atmosphere low-key.
But the simplicity of the dishes (Only a few
ingredients each, unlike some Chinese
mishmashes) makes the menu easy to ne-
gotiate. The food is tasty and slightly less
expensive than average: a sound choice for
pursuers of variety.

Burmese: Mandalay (392 Huntington Avenue,
Boston; 247-2111; MBTA: Green Line E to
Northeastern). This is a convenient dinner
stop on the way back from the Museum of
Fine Arts, but it's not worth a trip to Bos-
ton by itself The small menu 'consists
mainly of items borrowed from Chinese or
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Our jaded judges
sample the good, the
bad, and the ugly

An often-heard, difficult-to-substantiate ru-
mor has it that the MIT stadent body annu-
ally consumes more Coca-Cola per capita
than any other community of similar size.
Coke is unquestionably an important part
of the MIT way of life: late risers often grab
a quick coke-and-donut breakfast on their
way to 10- am lectures, while others put
away pint Hfter pint while trying to learn
three months' worth of physics the night
before an exam.

It is therefore no wonder that the MIT com-
munity has been almost unanimous in its
condemnation of Coke's recent change of
formula. And MIT is apparently not alone
in this judgment -despite aggressive ad-
vertising, sales of New Coke are said to be
going flat. The Coca-Cola company has not
released a breakdown of figures, but in sev--
en of ten markets surveyed by Beverage Di-
gest, the unpromoted Classic Coke outsells
highly-hyped New Coke by an "overwhel-
ming" margin. A local cola addict puot it
this way: "The real tragedy of what Coca-
Cola's mlarketing people did was to ignore
what we might call the heavy user. .. One
New Coke might be okay on a hot day, buat
you wouldn't want to drink it all the time."

Cola drinks are made from the nluts of the
Kola tree, grown in Africa, South'America,
and the West Indies. Kola nluts provide
more caffeine than taste, however' and

Not all Asian food

from China
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n· · dAbout every 10 minutes beat the mixture
with a: wire whi&] Continue free;ing and
beating until the mix gets very stiff (about
an hour) then put the mix into a freezing
container and freeze overnight. Don't allow
the cream to whip. This is a cheap way to
accomplish ice cream, but often produces
an inferior product.

The old-fashioned way. This kind of ice
cream maker has a big bucket which you
fill with rock salt and ice (usually mixed in
a ratio of 1 part salt to 7 parts ice, by vol-
ume), and a smaller bucket in which you
put the ice cream mix. It has a beater to
stir the mix. Old fashioned ice cream mak-
ers come in half gallon and gallon capaci-
ties, and cost less than $50. If you were
smart, you would have purchased the kind
with the motor on top, otherwise you will
have to con someone into cranking. (Let
the person who cranks lick the beater. Al-
ways works.) Run the machine until the ice
cream mix is very stiff, then transfer the
mix to a freezing container and freeze it
overnight. Although this method is messier
than others, it also makes more ice cream
at a time, a definite advantage.

The modern method. Several companies
make ice cream makers that go directly in
the freezer, and have a flat power cord that
fits under the rubber magnetic seal strip at
the edge of the freezer door. rhey require
no ice, salt, batteries, or human interven-

- tion. They typically hold one quart, and
cost around $50. They are unbeatably easy
to use, but require turning down the freez-
er (0° F or colder) and finding enough
room. These devices do fit in "freezer-on-
top" combination fridgelfreezers, but will
probably necessitate shuffling the contents.

As with the other methods, you run the ma-
chine for an hour or so, and transfer the
mix to another container for the final freez-
ing overnights This is the method that I use
personally, and I swear by my Salton mod-
el IC - 4.

The tschological overkill (i.e. "Yuppie Spe-
cial") method. This-is a contraption which
sits on your couintertop, has a built-in-
freezing plant and a motorized stirrer. It
requires only electricity to work. It also'
holds only a quart, rquaires the same over-
night freezing after using the machine, and
costs $200 or more. Enough said.

half milk.
An amazing number of other ice cream fla-

vors can be made from this recipe. Th
make really good cookie ice cream (or
M&M, or chocolate chip), simply add 12
crushed up cookies (or 1 cup of other stut
per quart) shortly before finishing the
freezing.

Any sort of liqueur flavor call be made by
omitting the vanilla and using 2 table-
spoons of your favorite libation (I'd recom-
mend Bailey's Irish Cream or Grand Mar-
nier). This also works for syrups, so you

you -don't have a doubl&-boiler, finl a
saucepan with water, and float an-
other saucepan in it.) Avoid burning
the chocolate, or boiling the milk.
Keep the water Just blow boiling,
and heat the miihcocolate only until
the milk begins to steam, stirring
frantically. Blend the chocolate into
the milk until absolutely smooth. You
can use a wire whisk, or a mixer, or
even a blender, just mace sure that
there are no tiny chocolate particles
left (testing is the best test). Now turn

F��,N'loston is the only city in the world where.
people will stand in line during a blizzard
to buy ice cream."
- Gus Rancatore, proprietor of Toscanini's

,e cream is a universal food. Evezone eats it,
and gourmet ice cream parlors are prosper-
ing. Yet many people don't realize that any-
one can make ice cream. Forget the terrors
of hand-cranking and chipping ice; modem
technology renders them entirely optional.
Arid the best part is that the possibilities for
experimentation are endless!
7 this article you will find a guide to making
ice cream in your own kitchen, either.-with
or without modern applicnces. What few sem
crets to success there are will be revealed.

WHAT IS ICE CREA? 
ficial ice cream consists of cream,'-sugar
and flavoring ingredients such as liqueurs,
cookies, chips, extracts, or chocolates.
Next in line is sherbet, 'which has less
cream and is made with fruit juices. Then
there is sorbet, which contains no cream
Gelato is the Italian version -of the latter
idea, but doesn't limit itself to fruit. ToIma
to, hazelnut, and chocolate flavors are
available.

orne health food nuts will substitute yogurt
and milk for the cream to make frozen yo-
gurt (sometimes called "frogurt). This re-
duces the amount of butterfat in the ice
cream while keeping the smooth consisten.
cy. And other people will not use cream
but instead make ice milk.' 

last, there is tofutti, which is a nondairy
concoction made with tofu. It is generally
believed that there is only enough tofu in
tofutti to put the word "tofu" (promiently)
on the label. I have never seen an-ice cream
recipe which. uses tofu in any significant
quantity. I believe that tofutti is just a vari-
ation of gelato.

could make a quick-and-dirty chocolate ice
cream by just adding some chocolate

down the heat to the lowest setting,
remove the double-boiler to a cool
burner, and add hi cup minus 2 ta-
blespoons sugar and stir until fully
dissolved. Add I cup cream and stir.
Take 3 lightly-beaten egg yolks, and
add them to the chocolate mix by first
pouring a little of the hot mix into the
yolks, stirring, and then folding the
yolks back into the mix. Put the
double-boiler back on the heat, and
cook very slowly while constantly
stirring. When the chocolate mixture
has the consistency of clan chowder,
pour it into the freezing botvl, and
stir in your fAvnare flavor modifier.
Most people use vanilla, but I usually
use a few drops of kirschwasser or
lack Daniel's. Let cool in the refrig-
eretor for at least one hour before
r eezing.

This recipe can alliw for tremendous vari-
ation. The exact formnilation of the flavor
modifiers, for example, has all the potential

CONTINU'ED, PAGE 4

syrup.

To make a "swirl" ice cream, just swirl in the
ingredient of your choice (perhaps choco-
late sauce or orange marmalade) while
pouring the mix into its final container.

To make ~rum raisin ice cream, soak ,1 cup of
raisins in a half-and-half mix of rum 180
proof or so) and water fOr about a day.
Using pure rum would lower the freezing
point of the ice cream too much. Drain the
raisins (keep tHe rum, it's delicious) and
add them 5 minutes before the end of- the
stirring cycle.-

AND YES, CHOCOLATE
Of course, when most people think. oQf ice

cream, they think "chocolate"' This recipe
is custard-based, which seems to give the
mist intense flavor, but requires cooking.
As with the Sweet Cream recipe, it is very
flexible.

In a doubleboder, melt 2 onces of
chocolate in I cup of whole milkd (If

A RECIPEG FOR EVERYTHING
Now that you have-garnered your tools, it is

time to use them. This recipe for Sweet
Cream ice cream is incredibly:-easy to
make, and can be adapted for just E swat

every other kind of ice cream imaginable.
In some formn of stirring device,

ily beat I agn until it-tums !e
mony yellow. Add Y2 cup sar eand 2
cups cream, blending carefully' to

avoid whipping the cream.-Stir in Y2
teaspoon vanilla. Freeze. makes 1
quart.

Naturally, you may vary the heaviness of the,
cream to suit yourself I usually use all
heavy cream- for cookie recipes, and part
light creajm for liqueur and fruit recipes.
You could also use whole milk. To make
frogurt, use half plain yogurt (stirred) and

CHOOSING YOUR WEAPONS
s important as the ice cream itself is the
method of freezing. Ice cream is stirred
while being frozen, which reduces the size
of the ice crystals in the mix. Stirring also
introduces some air into the ice cream,
which makes it easier to scoop and eat. All
of the following freezing methods wil pro-
duce acceptable ice cream, with varying
degrees of hassle and cash outlay.

n the freezer. Put the ice cream mix in a
bowl in a freezer, which has been set to be
as cold as possible 24 hours before hand.

with battered bins and racks of
mechandise.

Nothing is ever re-sorted after customers
have pawed through it, though a disaster
ar~a may be cleaned out by staging an im-
promptu bag sale: everything you can put
in a-shopping bag for $1. A bag sale resem-
bles"Filene's Basement at rush hour.

The entrance is plastered with hand-drawn
signs bearing satirical slogans ("Any resem-
blance is purely coincidental and very un-
fortunate"} and ^cartoons of employees
("Bernice says, 'Wake me for my coffee
break' ").

A voice over the loudspeaker hawks "Ugly
green wicker baskets, just 50 cents. Get
'em now at checkout, just 50 cents, ugly
green wicker baskets.

As cashier wearing a "I'm so underpaid I cash
my check- on the bus" nametag hands out
Wash'n'Dris with "All Building #19 custom-
ers must wash -hands before' returning to
the 'real world" on them and shoves pur-
chases into bags labeled "Have a Cheap
Day."

Anyone who likes this kind of humor can
subscribe to the Building _819 circular,
which appears to have been written by the
Church of the SubGenius and illustrated
with shopping-mall caricatures and pic-,
tures cut from department store ads:

Why so cheap? Bob sent Brian to a
leather jacket manufacturer who has
built a reputation in the area for qual-
ity goods. Wbhen they have an accu-
mulation of irregulars, they call us
and make a deal. We can't tell you
the name of the wel Uknown "'up-
stairs" store where Pat told. Jerry he
saw them selling. at twice the price,
but we can promise you that each
and every jacket is a genuine bona-
fide guaranteed BAJIGAIN!

Hell, I know you wouldn't shop in
a mess like ours with haphazard dis-
plays, winding aisles, no charge nc-
counts or credit cards, and unsophis-
ticated salespeople unless our prices
were cheap. They are!

Folklore has it that Building #19 got its name
from a warehouse of that name in the
Hingham shipyard, where a merchant de-
cided to save transportation costs by sell-
ing goods directly from the warehouse.
ThIe tiingham store has moved out of the
shipyard, but is still known as Building
#19, while ihe Burlington branch is Build-
ing #19'/2 and the Norwood outlet is Build-
ing #19%r.

There are also stores in Haverhift, Natick,
Lynn and other places you can't easily get
to via MBTA biuses. Have a cheap day.

- Diana ben-Aaron

,,

The Microcomputer Center in- Building 11
offers periodic package deals on Macintosh
and IBM PC systems. Last year's "gradlu-
ation special" on the Mac appealed to hun-
dreds of students ana staff They plan simi-
lar specials during- this year.

Biased I may be, but the Macintosh has be-
come a serious science and engineering

machine. The graphics are well'integrated
into programs ranging from statistics sys-

tr I· tems to drafting programs. The Mac is
about as slow as an IBM PC, but that little
black -and white screen lets you write in
several languages, set up math equations
and draw complex diagrams. And it won't
eat your entire desk.

The last option isn't really an option, but an
opportunity. If you have an UROP, you

which is probably have access to a microcomputer
ising that of some sort. Check with your advisor to
puter like see if you can use it nights or weekends.

Building #19, 100 Derby St., Hingham; 154
Cambridge St. (Route 3A), Burlington; 1450
Providence Highway, Norwood; open 9:30 to
9:30 weekdays, 9 to 9:30 Saturdays and 12-5
Sundays; 749-6900.

An unsung copywriter at Building #19 has
coined a slogan for the chain that epito-
mizes the consumer's Holy Grail: Good
Stuff Cheap. Building #19.does have Good
Stuff Cheap, though it's partially buried in
Cheap Stuff Cheap and Good Stuff Not
Much Cheaper Than Retail. As with all
bargain stores, one must be prepared to
dig.

The main product line is approximately the
same as the Friendly Family Center it Cen-
tral Square's: housewares, furniture, car-
pets, some groceries and drugstore items.
The selection is wider and the prices lower
than FFC's, which makes it an especially
good place to go if you're furnishing a
dorm room or apartment.

There are designer clothing samples for
about half what they would cost at "nor-
mal" stores, $6.99 shoes, 89-cent coffee
mugs that would look at home in the win-
dow of Crate and Barrel,' and some New
York Times Book Review-srtatum. hard-
covers (of course, you will have to sort
through piles of The Sunshine Guide to Pa-
tios, The Shaun Cassidy Scrapbook, and the
WPA Guide to Detroit to Inid them).

There's a large camping department, and, be-
cause Building N19 buys up manufacturer's
overstocks, damaged lots, and discontinued
product lines, there's a shifting selection of
everything from typewriters - to, wading

pools.
But the real joy of Building #.19 is not the

shopping. It's the atmosphere, which goe's
beyond no-frills. It's a bare concrete gymn-
nasium of a warehouse, the floor covered

;. Instead,
of Comput-
asier, I've
I sections:
cuters for
omputers'

h, but it is

Welcome to MIT, the source of al
electronic. You may find it coaif
you aren't required to buy a CoMI
the folks at many other universities
you may choose from a spectrum e

er possibilities. To make it a bit e4
divided the article into several
"Computers for Work," "Compi
Ploy" and "Computers, for C
Sake" (this may not help you mud
certainly easier for me).

COMPUTERS AS TOYS
Personally, I think the best reason to buy a

computer is for the games. You can justify
it to your parents as a problem set machine
(see comments on Athena, above), and then
run off and buy Loderluner and Pinball
Construction Set.

Athena does have games: the Dungeons &
Dragons-type game Reogue for Hack in the
"unsupported" directory), a networked ver-
sion of Boggle(TM), and a few others. Un-
fortunately, it's anti-social to play these
games during thesisiterm paper season,
and anyway the computer probably won't
let you.

Personally, I like the Mac. You can put to-
gether your thesis with it, and then switch
overto Gato (a submarine combat game).
I'm not sure about the recent crop of Mac-
clones or the IBM PC; color graphics usu-
ally are fuzzier than the Mac's monoch-
rome screen, andi I don't think the
premium monitors are worth the expense.
As a dual use machine, the Mac beats any-
thing on the market. --

The big problem 'with the Mac is its slow and
tiny disks. Hard disks help, but will add at
least a thousand to the system cost. No
good solution, especially when you can
buy a reasonable PC/XT clone for under

COSTiNtlED, PAGE4

COMPUTERS FOR WORK
Obviously, the easiest (at least initially way

to get your work done involaies-Prciect
Athena. In case you didn't listen to your
orientation lectures, Athena is a grand ef-
fort sponsored by Digital Equipment and
IBM to integrate computer technology
with college curricula.

In fact, all that most students will see in the
short term are the overcrowded terminal
rooms ("clusters" in Athena-speak*, abused
laser printers and overloaded VAX comput-
ers. Don't even ask when the IBM and DEC
hardware will be here; deadlines keep slip 
ping, and I don't expect Phase II ("worksta-
tion deployments) to be noticeablW before
September 1986.

What does this leave you with? Athena does
work, but slowly. If you talk He 'A*na
route, prepare to spend a few all-nighters,
near the end of term, but-a quarter loaf is
better than none.

If you an't share, why not get your own?

Homemade ice
cream) both high-
and low-tech

Bargains- and a
nutty sense of
humor mix at
Building-19

How to get "you
hands on a 
keyboard
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S2OW. -For -that kind of money, you could
l6ern to t~ljratA-ie awful PC graphics.

COMPUTERS FOR
COMPUTERS'S AKE

If computers are your favorite thing after
McDonald's french fries, MIT has more
ways for you to hack your little heart out.
You can men get paid.

First, you can get a job. Both Athena and
UROP need students. The big difference is
that computer are your job when you
work for Athena, and only a means to an
end when you UROp Big difference - do
YOu like research, -or do you like to help
bewildered students in the Athena-villes?

You don't have to be Course 6 to hack com-
puters. Almost every department has re,
searh involving computers, and if you
know more than just computers, you'll be
quite a bit more valuable. AS computers
become more commonplace, the other
things you know will be more important
than your computer skills.

The other good alternative is to join the Stu-
dent Information Prcessing Board. SIPB,
as it's lovingly referred to, attempts to
bridge the chasm between students and the
Athena power'structure.

As a joke, the SIPBoi~ds got jerseys with greek
letters, but ill some watys, they are evolving
into a computer service fraternity. They do
good work, and are the only organized
voice for students when the big decisions
about computers are made. They also write
and distribute use8 sofware, softening
the harsh edges of Project Athena. All in
all. 'a frighteningly usp organization as
long as they don't adopt initiation rites.

WELCOmE TO THE FMREHOSED
Using computers, Bilge everything else at MIIT,

resembles 'tkig a dink from a firehose."
Good luck, and remember, computers are
just tools, and you shouldn't be one.

- -~ ^ ~ -Ken meltsner
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ramgatins of Colke ver8us Pepsi, and in
many ice-cram parlors is a closely guard.
ed part id "rsecr" recipes. Increasing or
decreasing the amount or brand of choc(.
late will change the intensity of the recipe,
and changing-the sugar content will sweet.
en or bitter the favor. My recipes are not
very sweet; bringing the sugar up to a half
cup or even 2 tablespoons more might
plyas6 you better.

Some example recipes:
Milk Chocolate: use 11f2 ounces choco

late and 2 cups minus two tablespoons
sugar;

Chocolate cwrria: add 1 ounce of
kischwasser or other cherry liqueur to the
Slkt Chocolate recipe;

Dar: use the recipe above, with dark
chocolate instead of milk chocolate;

Samura Dbar: use above recipe with 3
ounces of chocolate.

WHAT ABOUT SHERBETS?
Sherbet is own easier than the other recipes,

Just dissohJe Y to aG cup sugar in
U to Nd cup firut juice, and add
enough milk or light creain to bring
the mix up to 2 caps. Stir well and
freeze. TY adding grated fruit rind or
whole mint leaves to the mix.

Sorbet is made in much the same way. Tnis
recipe uses gelatin, a minor variation on
- imthetme, to lighten it up even a bit more.

Soak 1 tablespoon unflavored
gelatin in 4 tablespoons cold water.
Make a sulgar syrup by boiling for 10
minutes V2 cop water and 213 Cup SU.
gar.- Remove from heat, and dissolve
the gelatin in. the hot syrup. When
the syrup is cool, add hi to 314 cup
fruit juice. Beat an egg while until
,stiff and stir into the mixture. Freeze.

Naturally, sweeter fruits will want less sugar,
and less intense fruits will want more

THE RIGHT STUFFS
Now that you are ready to make ice cream,

you will need the appropriate condiments,
Whipped create, marshmallow, and nuts
are a good start, but also try fruit pre.
serves, fresh frit, and ground up candies
and cookies. And don't forget hot fudge. ..

To make awesome hot fudge, first
mnelt 3 tabhspoons unsalted butter
in a small saucpan2 end fadd 1/ cup
hev cream. Dissolve hicup granu-
latd sqpar and % cup darkr brown
suagr. Heat and stir -don't boil -
until fuly dislved, and then mix in
*a cup siftd alkali process
("Dutch') coo. (I use Droste cocoa;
Herslibys fiust 'isnY'lt right.) Add a
pinch of sit to fiish it off Allow to
cool overnight, and then reheat, for
maximum flavor..

2 ~~WRAPPING IT ALL UP
If there is one thing that is key to making

good ice cream, it is experimentation. Lo-
cal ice cream pairlors pride themselves on
their esoteric flavors, and so can you. I am
told beer sherbet is good, as is bourbon
praline ice cream. And how about ginger?
Or rhubarb.?a

Gooddluck" ad- happy dieting.-
~~ - -~~~~Bill Coderre
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Reagan and Senate
outline sanctions

(Continued from page 1)
ban on loans carried similar restrictions, but permitted him to
allow the Secretary of the Treasury to grant exceptions to the
prohibition that would improve the conditions of South Afri-
cans "disadvantaged by apartheid."

The Senate, as well as the president, banned the sale of nucle-
ar power equipment and technology to South Africa unless Pre-
toria signed the nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty.

Both plans called for a ban on the importation of Kruger-
rands and ordered the Department of Treasury to investigate the
feasibility of minting a new US gold coin.

Reagan and the Senate required that all US businesses with
more than 25 employees in South Africa adhere to the 'Sulivan
Principles,' named after the Rev.,Leop Sullivan. The principles
call on American companies doing business in South Africa to
treat all employees equally and support the ending of apartheid.

.The Senate also proposed a choice of sanctions for the presi-
dent. Reagan would have to impose sanctions within 12 months
if he determined that South Africa had not made "significant
progress' toward eliminating apartheid. A set of penalties for
violations of the proposed sanctions, ranging from a $50,000
fine or five years in prison for individuals to a $1 million fine for
businessOs, was also proposed by the Senate.

Repub-lican leadership in the Senate defeated a motion to
close debate Sept. 12. The motion, if passed, would have avert-
ed a threatened filibuster and forced a Senate vote on the sanc-
tions.

Several-n nations around the world reacted to Reagan's sanc-
tions with their own actions. The government of Austria an-
nounced -economic and cultural sanctions Sept. 26. A halt to
investment in South- Africa by government-owned companies, a
ban on imports of Krugerrands and a suspension of sports con-
tacts were included in Austria's announcement.

Israel's Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamif announced Sept. 26
that the country would not impose sanctions against Pretoria.
The approximately 120,000 Jews in South Africa were a primary
concern in maintaining ties, according to the Israeli govern-
ment.-Shamir cited the large volume of trade between the two
countries as another factor in deciding not to enact sanctions.

Dr. Jean Mayer, president of Tufts University, was quoted in
the Sept. 27 issue of The New York Times as saying that he
would soon recommend to his board of trustees that Tufts and'
its trustees lobby federal government officials and others to help
stop South Africa's policy of apartheid.

.Wilard Johnson, MIT professor.of political- science, was also
,quoted as agrehig with Mayer, even if divestiture were not ac-
coinplis)W. "The energy and drive that have characterized the
di~vet~qtme movement over a deiade show no inclination to- walk

.3>-ohnas~Pirson~ said.

m
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ExCange
(Continued from page 1)

Credit for- Harvard subjects is
automatically accepted toward
MIT degrees.

Currently, 110 MIT graduate
students from a dozen depart-
ments, including nearly all of the
engineering departments' are en-}
rolled in the MIT/WHOI pro-
gram. WHOI is an independent
research center offering some
classes and degrees.

The combination of WHOI's'
facilities and staff with the facul-
ty and students from MIT makes
it one of the top centers for
oceanography in the world, said
Mary Athanis, MIT coordinator
for WHIOL.

Doctoral and -professional de-
grees are granted by five oceano-
graphic programs of joint study
with WHOL. Through joint study
with Harvard, some students re-

Precautions |
to- Institute i

ceive an SM. in biomedical engi-
neering or physics from MIT
after two-years-and an MD from
Harvard after another two years.

It is also possible to receive the
degrees simultaneously, but fewer
students choose this option, said
MIT Registrar Warren DS. Wells.

MIT/WHOI students are eligi-
ble to register for oceanographic
subjects at Brown University or
BU. They-may also participate in
BU's cross-registration program
with the Marine Biological Labo-
ratory (MBL), which is located
near WHOI. The Boston Univer-
sity Marine Program (BUMP) of-
fers a complementary exchange
of faculty and facilities similar to
MIT's exchange with WHOI.

Other exchange programs are
much smaller than-the Harvard
and WHOI programs, according

to Wells. None of them involve
more than 20 students each year.

MIT's smaller cross-registra-
tion programs include those be-
tween the MIT Departments of
Economics and Political Science
and BU's African Studies Pro-
gram, between the MIT Depart-
ment of Urban Studies and Plan-
ning and the Florence Heller
School for Advanced Studies in
Social Welfare at Brandeis, and
between the MIT Department of-
Applied Biological Sciences and
the Tufts School of Dental
Medicine.

Fewer than 12 MIT graduate
students per year cross-register at
Wellesley, according to the MIT-
Wellesley Exchange Office.
Wellesley 'subjects may not be

-taken in lieu of graduate degree
required courses.

{Continued from page 1)
"It was an easy decision to

make at that moment," Simon-
ides said. "Public schools were
closing right and left. The conidi-
tion of the campus [in poor
weather conditions] is import-
ant," he said. Most MIT students
already live near campus, so stu-
dent travel was not an issue.

'How difficult it is for people
to come from home" was the
main consideration, Simonides
added. He said that closing the
Institute for only a half-day was
considered. But concerns over
mid-day traffic and forcing peo-
ple to leave their homes ruled out
this decision, he said.

James Olivieri, MIT Campus
Police chief, said his afternoon
shift came in early. Extra officers
were distributed evenly around -
the dormitories, "No injuries
were reported to us by anyone,"
he said.

The Campuis Police did receive
hundreds of inquiries about the
status of the Institute Friday, 01-
ivieri said. Campus Police helped
students move their cars into ga-
rages once Simonlides and Rice
decided to close the Institute.

Living groups readied them-
selves independently for the
storm. The Theta Delta Chi fra-
ternity prepared for Hurricane
Gloria by taping up all windows,
lashing down all shutters and
putting basement furniture out of
flood range, according to Wi-.
chael D. Levin '87, a member of
the fraternity. Two or three fra-
ternities didn't tape their win-
dows to prevent storm-related
breakage, although most did,
Levin said. - -

In the region, governors of five
--New England states - Massa-

chusetts, Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire and Rhode Island-
declared states of emergencvI.y

while Connecticut maintained a
limited state of emergency.

More than 2 million residences
in Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island and New Hamp-
shire were affected by power ou-
tages. Close to 100,000 of these
residences were in the Boston
area alone.

Tech photo by Jack W. Florey
The "Fred Underground Hackers" light up the south
face of the Green building Sunday morning to display
the proposed new name of East Campus dormitory.
(To read, rotate paper 90 degrees.)

i
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Whiat you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering cur-
riculum are more functions -
more functions than O simple
slide-rule calculator has.

Enter the TI-55 II, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
.accurately with the TI-55-I1,
because it's preprogrammed

--�-�

to perform complex calcula-
tions - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyper-
bolics - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re.entering
the entire foftula.

Included is the Calculktw
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using

the TI.-55II even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator,

Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-11- w
show you how. I Fi

TEXAS
INS RUMENTS

Creating useful products
and services for you.
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programs popular

minimize storm damage
From Hurricane Gloria

Ge otenswr 0tr
With theaS+ 10
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cal protest or local event is plan-
ned," she, said. "If you time the
detention very carefully you can
in fact hold Aeople for more than

-4 days . . Ibecause] weekend
hours are not counted within the
48.n

Preventive detention allows the
police to detain a person if they
believe the person is planning to
do something, she said.

"There is [alsoci the notorious
section 29 which allows a person
to be detained indefinitely for in-
terrogation," she added.
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SEIV.RY
takes you a

-step ahead.
Have you spent the last four or five years
getfing an education just to fill in the blanks9
Let's hope not. But if you work for some com-
panies that's what you'll do. And thats one
good reason to join Sentry Test Systems. We're
the leader in Automnatic Test Equiprment for Lsi,
VLSI, memory and analog devices, one of be

fastest growing fields in high technology. We-11
give you the opportunity to design, build and
market new products, not copies, to support a
future generation of computer components -
putting you one step ahead ip an industry that
sets the pace in high technology.

We offer exceptional career opportunities for
graduates with a BS or MS In electrical
engineering or computer science in the
following areas:

* Design Engineering
e Software Engineerlng

* Test Engineering
* ReOiability Engineering
o Manufacturing

* Materials Management

Step out with a leader. Contact your placement
office, or send your resume to University Rela-
tions Manager, Dept. MIT, Sentry Test Systems,
1725 Technology Dr., San Jose, CA 95115. An
equal opportunity employer.

SENTRY

L
i
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too much, Roddenberry said.
NBC canceled the proposal be-
cause the pilot program did not
have enough action, he added.

Roddenberry also addressed
some current issues:

o He claimed that the aim of
the Strategic Defense Initiative is
to destroy the Soviet Union eco-
nomically. "Someday it will make
great sense," he said, but it
scares him now.

a Roddenberry was very dis-
appointed by the reception that
the movie Rambo received in the
United States. He opposed the
film's violence. "I thought we
were over that," he said.

0 He predicted that a moon
colony and a manned station on
Mars would be in place 50 years
from now.

.Filming of Star Trek IV will
begin at the end of the year. The
movie will probably be released
neit summer, Roddenberry said.
He will serve as a consultant for
the production, although the
writers and directors of past Star
Trek movies have had significant
creative license.

Roddenberry, for example, op-
posed the death of Spock in Star
Trek HI: The Wrath of Khan and
the destruction of the Enterprise
in Star Trek IHP: The Search for
Spock. But he acquiesced to al-
low other creative forces to help
shape the serial.

Although Star Trek is very
popular, the chances of creating a
monthly television movie are slim
beause the project would cost

dentally and begins tu study its
inhabitants. He evaluates fife on
earth without human biases,
Roddenberry said.

Roddenberry showed the com-
plete Star Trek blooper reel, fol-
lowed by the original Star Trek
pilot, "The Cage." Star Trek was
not intended to depict a true pic-
tureof life in the future, Rodden-
berry explained. "Ships and peo-
ple will evolve greatly by the time
space travel occurs."

Humanity should deal with is-
sues such as genetics and the re-
ation of life before exploring the
solar system, he said. Two of the
most important traits a species
should have are imagination and
a sense of humor, he added.

According to the police, on
Aug. 26, 517 people were held in
detention, 'and we are quite sure
that does not include anyone who
is being held under the 48 hour
provision," she said.

South Africas state of emer-
gency, declared in July, allows
any police officer to detain some-
body if he believes the detainee is
a danger to public safety Ac-
cording to the police, 2414 -eo-
ple were detained under this act
from July 21 to August 21, Dun-
can said.

(continued from page 1)

But she was ulnsure absout the
effect of the strategy, of divest-
ment, "although I very much viA-
ue the pressure for divestiture
... because of the effect it has
on companies."

She believes that international
economic sanctions would be a
persuasive force more powerful
than company divestments. "in a
way, the disinvestment issue has
tended to obscure the others -
the political actions, the legisla-
tive action taken by governments
- that could actually have Inuch
more im pact."

The South African business
community has long kept silent
about apartheid. 'Apartheid has-
been in the interest of profits all
along," she said. But business is
now feeling the pressure, because
of recent threats of economic
sanctions, as well as the refusal
of international banks to roll over
South African loans, she added.

In a key reversal, external pres-
sure caused Botha to reinstate
citizenship for blacks, Duncan
said. In 1976, the government re-
voked the South African citizen-
ship from the blacks. The blacks
instead received citizenship in
separate homelands.

Sebokheng

Duncan said the South'African
military has for some time been
operating in a police capacity. -A
new level of severity was reached
on the 23rd of October last year
when the army surrounded the
black township of Sebokheng,"
she said.

It was the first time the army
overdly entered into civilian af-
fairs, she said. "The ssoldiers,
who were armed with rifles, cov-
ered the police as the police en-
tered every single house in that
township," she described. "Each
house was searched thoroughly,
and every single persoliwho was
in that house at -that time was
checked [for violation of the pass
afs3 . . . particularly if they

Were young."
Under Botha's streamlining of

the government, the army has
nose become part of the executive
arm, Duncar, said. The National
SecuritY Council heads the deci-
sion-making and consists of mili-
tars officials and only selected
cabinet members.

In 1976, the government decid-
ed to ban outdoor gatherings
Duncan said. The state is trying
to prohibit meetings of more
thaan one person, because effec
thie protests require much pluai
ning and organizations she ex
plained. This, in turn, has led in

part to the recent spontaneou
street violence.

''Ietention has become th
normal way of life" in South A'

rica, Duncan said. She empha
sized that young people. includ
ing students, are a particula

I target of police action -
i The internal security'act autho

gl

rnzes the detention
tO 48 hours, she
leadership will be
detained when any

of people up
said. "Local
taken in and
particuiar lo-
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AN INVITATION TO
EXCELLENCE FROM ONE OF

AMERICAS LEADING CONSUMER
PRODUCT COMPANIffl

Leer Brcathers ComnpaMny ctingm to expand R's research and develop-
ment efforts in household and personal products.

To support our expansions, our representatives will be your campus
on Wednesday, October 2nd, interviewing the following candidates for
opportunities at our stateod-the-art R & D Center, located in Edgewater,
New Jersey.

PhD
e Plwwco Chwnaft

O1 mle Ig me W e 0hem11 t
- * U~ochemftts

*Comdcal Engineen

* hennslal Bn~ohra
*Chomists

LeTer Brothes oftiers a generous compensation package and exscellent
professional growth potential. To further explore these-opportunities
contact your department or placement office.

LEVER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
"Innovation with Integrity'-
We Are An Equal Opportunity Empioyer MIF

Duncan speaks on apartheid
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Dr. Leung Kay Chi was born in Canton. China, and has spent
most of his life sludying In Taiwan. He Is the son in law and
favorite student of the late master Han Ch'ln T'ang, from
whom he learned Northern Shaolin, Ch'in-Na, and Yang style
T'ai Chi Dr Leung is also the Head Dlsciple ot Grandmaster
Llu Yun Chsao, who taught him PaKua. Mi-Tsung. Pa-Chl. Pi-
Kua, and Praying Mantis. Dr Leung has lad over 15 different
teachers who have laught him over 10 systems He Is also a
doctor of Chinese Acupuncture. Orthopedics. and western
dentistry

NEW CLASS (OCTOBER,1985.)SCHEDULE

(All Classes Taught by Dr. Kay-i
and Master Lin-Lin Harn.)

Leung. E

Northern bhao-Lin
Tue. & Fri. 7:50-8:50 p.m.

*P Praying Mantis & Shaoc.in
Mbn. & Thur.. 8:00-10:00 p~m.

Yang Style Tai-chi Chuan
Wbd. & Sat. 7:50-8:50 p.m.

Pa Kua Palm
Wed.. & Sst. 6:40-7:40 p.m

Hsing-I oCuan (5 Elements)
Wed. & Sat. 9:00-10:00 p.m.

Chin-Ma (Catch & Hold Techniques)
Sats 4:15-5:15 p~m.

*"Classes held at Massachusetts Institute
of. Technoloqy. (londays at Bldg 13 Lobby,
Thursdays at T-club Lourge)

PURPOSE OF THESE EMC

* To stren. gten the body

* For self-defense

* 'Ib bring about peace of mird and
relaxation

* 'lb help, the circulation

To bla the internal enerny (chi) to
help the practitioner attain longevity.

For more information about classet- arx
private instruction,
(office) 497-4459 or

call Dr. Leurn at
(Hane) 354-3794.

Master Harn Lln-Lln (Mrs Leung -ay Chi) was born in
Sanlung, China. She is the daughter of the famoJs Grand-
masler Harn Ch'in T'ang and has striclly trained Lnder her
father since childhood, She has over 20 years of experience In
leaching in Taiwan and the Philippines

4
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burno-utI 7from
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Call Ellen orTom at 253-1541.

THE AMERICAN JIANN SHYONG KUNG FU CLUB
s595assachusettsAvenue Room301, Cambridge, MA.021 3 (617)4974459
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Concertgebouw Orchestra, Symphony
Hall, September 30; Boston Premiere En-
semble, Sanders Theatre, September 29.
Events in The Tech Performing Arts Se-
ries.

Bernard Haitink led the Concertgebouw
Orchestra into a bracing performance of
Haydn's Symphony No. 8$, Monday
night. The tightness-of control, and accu-
racy of bowing was exhilerating; and there
was wit to be found, too, especially in the
Menuetto. The final movement spirited
along lightly and airily to an energetic fi-
nale.

There was no lack of energy for Mah-
ler's monstrous Symphony No. 5.

One can imagine a conductor - short
on rehearsal time - giving instructions to
his band: "Make noise. Make more noise.
Louder. If you get tired, daydream for a
few minutes. Then make more noise."

Mahler's high powered stream of con-
sciousness seems to trap, surround, suffo-
cate. It can take a high-tolerance level to
sit through it, much less to enjoy it unless
the performance is quite out of the ordi-
nary, unless it is powered by a devil locked
in combat with a poet. But such a rendi-
tion was provided by Haitink's adrenal en-
semble.

The power with which the opening
Trauermarsch began was immense, the
precision of strings almost frightening.
The second theme broke through gently,
but the Concertgebouw maintained the un-
derlying tensions.

Haitink's crescendos rush up as a wave,
it's crest utterly ensnaring, wickedly pow-
erful. Trumpets sounded dagger-like dan-
ger signals as Part 1 of the Symphony
moved into its final section, currents of
complexity in the strings providing brutal,
vivid colors.

Moments of detached pizzicato seemed
to wind down stress in the Scherzo, but in-
wardly the music remained taut. For the
Adagietto coarse prose was waylaid by a

I�B ���--·�9blC)· �sll:7�Cll�:��1�� � � ��-��9d�qg·�)p·�� �rp�l�'4 '- _e �B
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F. John Adams, conductor
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poet who held the devil briefly entranced:
there was time for reflection before storms m

returned; thunderous, the orchestra then
charged to a tumultuous finale.

The Boston Premiere Ensemble kept -to
their tradition of innovative programming
by providing a chance to listen to an un-
usual program - including two Boston
premieres - performed with the aid of
three 19th century pianos. 
F. John Adams orchestra was on as good a
form as ever, and the three pianists took
us on an intriguing excursion into the un-
known.

Heng-Jin Park led off with a perfor-
mance of Debussy's Fantasie on an 8rard
piano, the leading French concert piano
towards the end of the 19th century It's
tone accented the percussive, rather than
the sonorous, but Park used the instru-
ment's relatively clipped tone to draw ten-
sions between the intense colors of the
piece; the orchestra meanwhile provided a
supportive backdrop.

Chopin's Variations on Mozart's "La ci
darem la mano Op. 2 is not one of my fa-
vourite pieces. Smooth and dreamy if con-
jours up romantic images, not visions of
Mozart's lustful Don Giovanni at work.
The seductive power of the Mozart's ara,
conveyed in its simple, direct approach,
seems emasculated in Chopin's variations,
especially when they are conveyed with- the
gossamer textures of the Bbsendorfer pi-
ano played by Charles Fisk. Still, Fisk did
not play without charm and the piece
made a novel addition to an afternoon of
iscovery.

The British Stoddard piano is much
more down-to-earth than the sensuous Bi&
sendorfer. It produced an elegant, clear
sound at the hands of Lois Shapiro who
played Schumann's Concert Allegro with
Introduction; her interpretation of the ca-
denza was particularly engaging. Fisk re-
turned to join Shapiro for Mendelssohn's

Concertofor 7Wo Pi-
anos in A flat, his
flowing Bosendorfer
in dramatic contrast
to her witty, Classical |
Stoddard. It was al-
most as if Mozart
was playing Stage
Left, Tchaikovsky
Stage Right.

The concert by the
Concerteebouw at-
tracted a large audi-
ence from MIT: 149
tickets were sold
through The Tech
Performing Arts Se-
ries. The Boston Pre-
miere Ensemble did
less well: only two
tickets were sold, a
disappointing result.
Small orchestras
such as the BPE con-
tribute some of the
most exciting pro-
gramming to be
found in Boston, and
merit more support.

The Boston Lyric
Opera Company will
be presenting
Haydn's opera Ag-
ri ppina this Friday
and Sunday, Bos-
ton's baroque or-
chestra, Banchetto
Musicale will be
playing in Jord an
Hall on Friday, and
Halal on Friday, and

Sunday, September 29, 1985 at 3PM
Sanders Theatre, Cambridge, MA

Heng-Jin Park, Charles Flsk and Lois Shapiro; soloists-

Cva==--!Pc

A; Preniiere program featuring three solo pianists performing
works by Debussy, Chopin, Schumann and Mendelssohn

on authentic 19th Century pianos.

Tickets: $16, $12 and $9
Available in advance at BOSTIX or through
CONCERT CHARGE at (617) 497- i I I8.

FOR IWFORMATION CALL
(617) 437-0231

Our (henks to D-vd Oman WAtf.r, has kd dona1n opfomrmml art.

AwrQ~pl pronnmlor alas per/orm e arr dored h E M. Arder-k

Donna Sfoering - low them to discover their performers tal-
ent: take advantage of these special offers.

Tickets are available through the Tech-
nology Community Association (see an-
nouncement this issue).

Jonathan Richmond

whose concert last Friday was postponed
due to the hurricane - will be at the Ed-
ward Pickman Hall, Longly School of Mu-
sic on Sunday October 6. Managements
for these artists are willing to provide spe-
cial discounts for people from MIT to al-

The UA NEWS AND WORLD REPORT
is now a weekly rnedia event and
invites all classes, living groups, ASA
Activities and any other groups to
advertise their special events in bold
print. These announcementb may be
any one-time event that may be of
interest to the undergrad communi-
ty, such as parties, picnics, ice
cream orgies, teas, arguement clin-
ics, etc.

The UA NEWS will be coming out
every Tuesday, except when it
doesn't. In these cases, it will be
coming out on Friday. Please send
all submissions to the UA office,
Room W20-401. Submissions must
arrive three days before publication,
typed, with the author's name and
phone number, and with the under-
standing that we reserve the right to
edit as we see fit.

UA COUNCIL
The first UA Council meeting of

the term was attended by represen-
tatives from the following groups:
McCormick, Baker, PSK, EXX New
House, naRodm llH, PKS, Class of '86,
Ciss of '88, Class of '89.

The Tech PAGE 1 5 _

Concertgebouw elating, Premiere Ensemble intriguing
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WHAT'S WHAT
The UA Nominations Committee is

accepting nominations for "Who's
Who in American Colleges." If you
know someone who is outstanding
in sports, music, activities, lip sync-
ing, mud-wrestling, academics, or
other careas, please submit his/her
name with the reason you think this
person should be on this list for MIT.
Nominations may be sent to Nom-
Com. W20-401. We realize that ev-
eryone here is outstanding in his/her
own way. However, it is impossible to
put everyone in Who's Who. Please
submit your nominations by the first
of November.

" :······:D:· ' :~ ···'·" r·

FRESHMAN
INTERESTED
IN STUDENT
GOVERN-MENT

An important informational meet-
ing will discuss the various ways of
becoming involved with MIT oper-
ations. The roles of class officers, the
Council, and the UA will be dis-
cussed. The opportunities anrd re-
sponsibilifies available will be ex-
plained as well as the petitioning
procedure. Come -and find out how
you can learn from the experience
of student government. Decide for
yourself if power does indeed cor-
rupt... The meeting will be held in Rm
4C1 of the Student Center at 4pm
on Sunday, October 6th.

SENIORS
STILL
UNCOORDINATED

We need people to help orgainize
our Senior Year. If you ore interested
in joining Senior Week, Senior Glft,
Social, Commencement, Publiclty, or
Paraphenalia Comrmittee(s), contact
Beth at 225-7373 or Sharon at 225-
7374. Or just corme to our next meet-
ing, It is being held on Tues. Oct 1 at
8:(Cpm in.Rm 400 of th Student
Center.

PREVIEW
E DITORS
WANTED

Preview is the name of a new
weekly social calendar published
and sponsored by the Undergrad-
uate Association Social Council. It
will be distributed campus-wide and
contain information about parties,
performances, cinema listings, and
sports games at MIT, other cam-
puses, and the Boston area.

We nee energetic people with
good ideas who can make them
work with the help of others. Editors
are responsible for publication and
distribution of the calendar.

The people in this position will play
a major role in upgrading the social
life on campus. There's plenty of oph
portuNity to gain rewarding exper-
iences in publshisng and publisizing
the many actfvitieS that will happen
-during thiS academic year. 

If you are Interested, please call
Bernie Teh (Burton), Rossana Chiang
(McCormick), or bWve. a message In
the SocCorn marlbox in the U:)A of-
&ie
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A ASTATE OFAMIND ... .. A......... A .
A spirit of teamwork... a

drive to achieve... a talent for
discovery. We thrive on meeting the tough

energy demands of a changing world. We help
our people discover their energies-with challenging

problems, diverse assignments, high mobility and
visibility, and salary and benefits among the best in the

industry. That's the Chevron State of Mind... searching .|

energetic, progressive. It's resulted in an impressive list of
accomplishments over our one-hundred-year history. We
were the first to find large oil reserves in Saudi Arabia and

! - we discovered the largest new field since Alaska s North -
Slope - giant Point Arguello off the Southern California

coast. Recognized as a leader in exploration and production
technology, we brought almost a century of innovation to -

the design and construction of giant offshore platforms in
the turbulent North Sea. More recently,, our merger with Gulf
marked the largest acquisition agreement in the history of

American business. Now, we're looking for more good
minds- mechanical, civil, chemical, electrical and
petroleum engineers, and professionals who excel
in geology, geophysics, chemistry, computer
science, finance and accounting. Working
together, we plan to maintain a standard of | I
excellence unsurpassed among energy _

corporations. The Chevron State of Mind... -
I it's the state of the art in the

energy business. Become a part
of it. Write: Manager, Profes-
sional Employment, Chevron Cor-
poration, P.O. Box 7137, San Francisco,

CA f94120-7137.

| | . .YOU1VE. BEEN WORKING TOWARD- 
CHEVION RECRUITERSWILLVISITTHIS CAMPUS | |

Monday. October 28-Tuesda, October X 

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Domino's Pizza, the world's largest pizza delivery
senrice is now hiring for the fall of "85" If you are bright,
ambitious, and want to Earn While You Learn-the
following positions are available:
DELIVERY PERSONS
Day or evening shifts, full or part-time, flexible hours
and days. You must be at least 18 years of age, have
your own car, and want to earn between $6-10/hour
(wages, tips, and generous gas allowance).
PIZZA MAKERS/
ORDER TAKERS
Part-time positions available for bright individuals who
enjoy working with the public. Full training given.
Join the fastest growving food service in the country and
you'll receive expert training, competitive starting
salaries, and exciting incentive programs. Apply in
person at any of our 4 locations: -

_ n~~~OMINO-03 PIZZA
~~~~199 Mystid Ave. 743 Main St.

_ ~~~MEDFORD WINICHESTER
125 Main St. 385 Franklin St. 
STONIEHAM MELROSE
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(Continuedfromnpage 20)
runners formed behind Kelley.
Will Sauer G. Gordy Holterman
'87, Bill Mallet '86 and Terry
NicNatt '87 gradually but deci-
sively left Brandeis-and Bentley
jerseys in their wake.

At the finish, Kelley was in sec-
ond place with a new personal Te-
cord of 26:30. Next came Sauer
and HoIterlman in sixth and sev-
enth place, with times of 26:57
and 27:00 respectively.

Mallet and McNatt finished
ninth and tenth in 27:02 and
27:03, beating Brandeis's Chris
Cameron by two seconds in the
last mile. MIT's sixth and seventh
runners, Turan Erdogan '87 and
Rod Hinman '88, gave the Engi-

neers tire deciding edge by defeat-
ing Brandeis' fifth runner.

The final score was MIT 34?
Brandeis 36, Bentley 85 and
Tufts 140. The margin of only
two points meant that every fin-
isher's place was instrumental to
the win.

The team will return to Frank-
lin Park in two weeks to compete
against Brandeis and other -area
teams in the Codfish Bowl an
Oct. 12. Prospects for the race
look good as the list of schools
vanquished by the Engineers, in-
cluding Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, the Coast Guard Acad-
emy, and now Brandeis, Bentley
and Tufts, grows.

Tech photo by Sue Fatur
MIT batsmen vie in the MIT classic tournament.
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sports

Men's cross country is
second in New England

,tanfordMAl 
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(Con tin ud frm P09 20) zone to give the Engineers a safe- Ekberg, who moved the ball deep p~asses and a couple of draw plas LL lusline, where Gasparini sneaked in - ty. The half e ded-with Mff into warrior territory. Ekberg brought Merrimack to, MIT's 13-
for the touchdown. - ahead 8-0. drove up the middle for a touch- yard line, but that was as far as Home events this weiIn the second quarter, the War- 'The.Engineers put together anf down to cap off the series. Gas- they went, as-the Engineers held Tuesday, October 1riors were forced to punt deep in.d''impressive drive in the fourth parini kicked for the extra point their ground. Field Hockey vs. Simmons,their own territory after a sack quarte4 Aticking to the ground to lead to the final score S0 The Engineers' record now 3:30 pinby Rice. The ensuing snap sailed and eating up the clock. Good The W~arriors mounted their stands at 1-2. They rpeet As- Thursday, October 3over the punter's head, and the bloceking made possible some best offensive effort after MIT's sumption Saturday, Oct. 12, in Women's Soccer vs. Curry,ball was'kicked out -of the end - open~field running by Adams and final score. Thre opee Steinbrenner Stadium. 3:30 pm.
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Football victory tied to stron-a dafnsom r

So~ fe

colle9ge students
askedi;"Is tere a
Ip~all ffiat has leadineg

I

e-ge~tchnologies, 
.ssve ra~~eent,

l sumulaanng"~LCZ1~ wor~k
evrnent atld

Ol~~portuniRumoin preerred locahlons?"
And we said,

"1Meet Honeywell'9
Technical students are invited

to meet H~oneywell Representatives
at the following upcoming events:

HONEYWELL OPEN HOUSE / MONDAY OCTOBER 7, 1985
10:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M. BUILDING 13 LOBBY

HONEYWELL INTERVIEWS/ TUESDAY OCTOBER 8, 1985

Together. we can find the answers.

Honeywell
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l^n By Paul Iace

Even Hurricane Gloria would
have been no match for the tough

,^(E ~ WMIT defense, -as Merrimack pain-seWi 'fully found out Sunday. The
(I football team shut out the visit-

runna ing Warriors 15-0.
Will The stingy Engineer defense' al-
987, lowed the Warriors a mere 62 to-
McN tal offensive yards. Merrimack's
siveI3 ground game often ended up in
jersel the wrong direction, accounting

At for a net -17 yards.

ond,cord Cross coun 
and

eand top ranked I
M

nint) By Robert Zaks
27:0 The men's cross country team
Carr narrowly defeated long-time rival
last Brandeis University in the Bran-
runj deis Invitational Meet Saturday.
Rod The win marked MIT's first

victory over defending NeaG Eng-
Iand Division III champion Bran-
deis since 1966. The Engineers
also bettered teams from Bentley
and Tufts.

The New England Cross Coun-
try Poll now ranks MIT 12th na-
tionally in Division III and 2nd
en New England.

Hurricane Gloria strewed de-
bris ranging from acorns to oak

i trees on the course at Boston's
Franklin Park. Members of the
four competing teams periodical-
ly stopped to clear brush out of
the way. The course ended up
with a few minor detours and an
occasional barrier, but none de-
terred any of the runners.

The meet appeared to be a race
between Brandeis and MIT from
the outset. The Brandeis Judges
looked strong at both the one
and two-mile points of the five-
mile race. They held first, fourth,
sixth and seventh places after two

vow
LOOK

l Ph~oston 
Zoological 

Society

4~42~- 20"l

Franklin Park Zoo
,., Walter D. Stone Memorial Zoo

., This space donated by The Tech

;';. 
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